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Chapter 1
Introduction
Worldwide, the cost of distribution logistics is enormous. It is estimated that
transportation accounts for 15 % of the US gross national product [32] and dis-
tribution alone for more than 45 % of the total cost of logistics [15]. On top of
that, society is beginning to feel the toll incurred by modern production and ser-
vice logistics. Just as the ecological repercussions of mobility are beginning to be
recognized, rising fuel prices make investments into logistics management seem
more worthwhile than ever before.
As more and more companies rely on IT-based production and inventory control,
the data to base optimization on has become easy to access, as well. On the other
hand computer processing time has become cheaper and cheaper. Therefore, in
logistics the demand for improved optimization models and algorithms has been
increasing for years now and is likely to become even greater.
Routing applications have been attractive to researchers since the beginning of
modern combinatorics. Since many of these problems are computationally hard,
in the majority of cases applicable algorithms can be achieved only by careful
comprehension of the peculiarities of the particular application. This has lead to
the development of a rich assortment of models and algorithmical approaches in
the field of vehicle routing.
Among the many strategies proposed to manage transportation resources more
efficiently are the so called intermodal transportation strategies. They are based
on the idea of integrating different modes of transportation, so that each carrier can
exert its particular advantages. As an example, trucks are better suited for flexible
pick ups and delivery to customers, while trains provide cost-effective means of
transportation over long distances. By reloading goods at so called consolidation
centers, a single transport job can take advantage of both means of transportation.
However, reloading is a big management challenge since efficiency and viability
of this operation is crucial for the economical pay-off.
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From an operations research (OR) perspective, large shipping companies, e.g.
postal services, face similar problems. For them it is customary to reload goods
along the way, i.e. goods can be dropped off at so called hubs and then hauled on
by another means of transportation.
Modeling such problems for OR purposes is often done by an extreme simplifica-
tion of the allowed strategies. For example, in the Hub Location Problem (HLP)
each customer is assigned to a hub and then all traffic to and from that customer
is routed through that hub. Furthermore, shipping costs are usually assumed to
depend linearly on the amount of the transported goods [40, 48]. Due to these
rough approximations, these models have mostly been restricted to support strate-
gical decision making only. As companies are constantly seeking to improve their
planning methods and transportation strategies, more detailed models, where each
request can be routed individually, need to be studied [25, 39].
Such approaches also hold new challenges for operations research. Most conven-
tional routing problems assign each transportation request to a certain means of
transportation, at the same time providing an optimal schedule for each resource.
They can be interpreted as resource allocation problems, because for a fixed allo-
cation of the requests, the routing of each resource is independent of the others.
This property does not apply to reload problems. Since a request can switch car-
riers, tours must interact. This fact has to be reflected in the models.
In this thesis, we examine how routing problems with reloads can be modeled in
order to make them accessible to algorithmic solution strategies. We present our
own models, discuss their combinatorial properties and show how these can be
exploited in solution algorithms.
In the first part of this thesis, theoretical aspects of reloading will be studied. To
put reload problems into perspective, existing transportation problems will be sur-
veyed first. Then a basic model for reload problems is introduced. Since the model
is of a very general nature, it can be assumed that it has a wide range of applicabil-
ity. This model will be analyzed in terms of combinatorial complexity. This will
show that reload problems present some algorithmic challenges not encountered
in conventional routing problems.
The second part is devoted to algorithms for practical applications. We start by
showing how additional constraints, like vehicle capacity and time windows, can
be incorporated into the basic model to make it applicable for real world problems.
The most successful routing heuristics nowadays apply local search and column
generation. We present a local search heuristic that we have implemented. The
heuristic was tested on various artificial problems as well as a real world applica-
tion. In the appendix a heuristic based on column generation will be discussed, as
well.
Chapter 2
Definitions
And if you can’t say what you mean,
you can never mean what you say —
and a gentleman should always mean what he says.
Peter O’Toole in The Last Emperor
Our notation is fairly standard as in [3] and [17].
2.1 Sets
Let  be any set.
We will denote the power set of  by 
	 or  . The set of all subsets of  of
cardinality  , we denote by 
	 or  

.  means  and ﬀﬁ  .
A set system

ﬂ

	 over  is called downward, if whenever ﬃ

, also
ﬃ

.
For any set  ! " ﬁ !$#&%&')( and *
 " ﬁ *#&%&')( .
2.2 Graphs
2.2.1 Basics
There are two types of graphs: directed and undirected ones. In this thesis only
simple (un)directed graphs ( + -graphs) will be dealt with, i.e. between two vertices
there is at most one edge resp. arc.
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4 DEFINITIONS
Undirected Graphs An (undirected) graph , is an ordered pair -/.102	 , with -
an arbitrary set called the node set and 034657-8	 called the edge set. Conform-
ing to convention, we will denote an edge 9;:ﬀ.=<?>@ﬃA0 by B:C.D<E	 .
If 0 ﬁ 657-2	 , , is also called a complete graph. We will say <AﬃF- is incident
to G@ﬃA0 if <HﬃIG .
Let JKL0 . -HBJ8	M" ﬁ 9;:ﬀ.=<NﬃO-QPRS:ﬀ.=<T	UﬃVJW> ﬁYX J be the set of nodes incident
to some edge of J . For any <Zﬃ[- we denote by \EB<E	W]0 the set of arcs < is
incident to.
,
ﬁ
-  .10  	 is called a subgraph of , if -  [- and 0  40F*^657_-  	 . A graph
is called ` -regular if for all VﬃAabP \TS6	;P ﬁ ` .
Digraphs A directed graph or digraph , is an ordered pair _-
.Dcd	 , with - an
arbitrary set, the vertex set and cY-KeA- , the arc set. If c ﬁ -KeA- , then , is
called a complete digraph.
Arcs of the form S<.=<T	 are called loops. Note that loops are often forbidden in
simple graphs. However, in this thesis, we deal mostly with acyclic arc sets so
loops are automatically forbidden in these sets. Our results hold for graphs with-
out loops, as well, and we do not remove them from our graphs out of notational
convenience.
For an arc B:C.D<E	Aﬃ]c , we will call < its head and : its tail. This is denoted
<
ﬁ[fhgjik
S:ﬀ.=<T	 and : ﬁ4l1i7mon B:C.D<E	 .
Let , ﬁ _-
.Dcd	 be a digraph and p qc . -rBpW	s" ﬁ 9;:C.D<ﬂﬃt-QPuB:C.D<E	Hﬃtpv> .
We will say that p is transitively closed if B:C.D<E	wﬃ3p and B<?.Dxd	wﬃ3p imply
B:C.Dxy	ﬃAp . If c is transitively closed, we define the transitive hull of p :
lDz=i{h|
BpW	U"
ﬁ[}
9~-
5
P~ is transitively closed and pﬂ~>
Thus, lDzDi7{h| BpW	 is the minimum transitively closed set containing p . For any
<HﬃO- we denote by \ B<E	 (resp. \ B<E	 ) the set of arcs in p with head (resp. tail)
< . \

B<E	d"
ﬁ
\


S<T	 and \

B<E	d"
ﬁ
\


B<E	 . \

S<E	 are the arcs entering < , \

S<T	 the
arcs leaving < . \EB<E	d" ﬁ \

S<T	ﬀ!A\

B<E	 . We will say that < is incident to the arcs
in \TS<T	 and that < is incident with respect to p to the arcs in \7 B<E	!I\Ł B<E	 . For
a set of vertices  [- , we define \

Y	"
ﬁX
%
\

B<E	C*
XW
%&
\

B<E	 the
set of all arcs with head in  and tail in its complement. Similarly, \

Y	W"
ﬁ
X

%&
\

B<E	*
X

%&
\

B<E	 the set of all arcs with tail in  and head in its
complement. We call \EY	" ﬁ \

Y	T!W\

Y	 the cut defined by  . A digraph
, is connected if no cut of , is empty. A digraph _-
.=cy	 is strongly connected
if for any  -3\

_t	Q
ﬁ and \

Y	
ﬁq
. A component of a graph is a
maximum connected subgraph. A strongly connected component is a maximum
strongly connected subgraph.
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,
ﬁ
-@o.Dcu	 is called a subgraph of , if -y- and cc .
A digraph -/.Dcd	 with function "2c   

on the arcs is also denoted by
_-
.=c8.1¡	 . For transitively closed digraphs, a function "c   

satisfies
the triangle inequality if for any S:ﬀ.=<.=xy	ﬃ¢-£=S:C.Dxy	¤ﬃ¥c ¦ 7B:C.Dxy	¤§
7B:C.D<E	©¨FS<?.Dxy	ª	 .
2.2.2 Paths
Paths can be defined for graphs and digraphs. We will need paths mostly for
digraphs, therefore we start with them.
Let _-
.Dcd	 be a digraph. A path « of length  is a sequence of arcs « ﬁ
B¬T­®.&&&®.1¬Ł	 , such that for any +§°¯w±² fhgjik B¬³´	 ﬁ°l1i7mon _¬Ł³

­ª	 . We say «
visits a vertex <Lﬃ- if there is ¯ with fhgjik _¬Ł³´	 ﬁ < or l1imµn B¬Ł³S	 ﬁ < . In our
simple graphs a path is completely determined by the sequence of vertices it visits
S<³´	1­¶³o¶

­ ( <;³ ﬁ4l1i7mon _¬Ł³S	·.D<;

­
ﬁfhgjik
_¬ŁŁ	 ). -rB«8	" ﬁ 9;<­®.&&j¡.D<;

­D> .
A simple path is a path such that no vertex – except possibly for the first and last
one – is visited twice. If not indicated otherwise, we always mean simple paths
when talking about paths.
A simple path is completely determined by its arc set c2_«)	 ﬁ 9¬T­®.&&jj.1¬Ł¸> . We
say that « contains ¬Hﬃwc if ¬HﬃIc2_«)	 .
We will use the different representations of paths interchangeably.
fTg&ik
B«8	U"
ﬁLfhg&ik
B¬Ł	 ( l1imµn _«)	M" ﬁ[l1i7mon _¬T­=	 ) is called the head (tail) of « . If for a
simple path « fhg&i7k _«)	 ﬁLl1i7mon _«)	« is called a (directed) circuit. We will say «
is a S:ﬀ.=<T	 -path if fhgjik _«)	 ﬁ < and lDimon _«)	 ﬁ : .
In undirected graphs, a path is a sequence of edges « ﬁ _G7­·.&j&j.1G&¹&	 , such that
each edge in the sequence has one endpoint in common with its predecessor and
the other endpoint in common with its successor. -rB«8	" ﬁ -r9G7­·.&&jj.1G&¹>7	 is set
of vertices visited by « . A simple path is a path, such that each visited vertex is
incident to at most two edges of the path.
A Hamiltonian path is a simple path « with -HB«8	 ﬁ - . A circuit is a connected
 -regular subgraph. A cycle is an edge-disjoint union of circuits. A Hamiltonian
circuit or – by abuse of language – a Hamiltonian cycle is a circuit º with -r_º)	 ﬁ
- .
To determine whether a given graph contains a Hamiltonian path or a Hamiltonian
circuit is an »¼ -complete problem [17].
Let « ﬁ B<;³S	D­¶³o¶ and ½ ﬁ B:¸¾®	1­¶7¾·¶¿ ( ÀÁ§ ) be paths. ½ is called a segment of
« , if there is Â such that for all `rﬃZ9ÃT.&&j¡.D8ÄwÀI>MÅ¡¹ ﬁFÆ ¹
hÇ
. ½ is a subsequence
if « , if there is `Q"?9+Ł.&&&®.DÀI>) 9+.&&&ÈÉ> with ¯§¤Ê^¦ `B¯	M±[`©µÊ¸	 , such that
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for all ¯ﬃË9+Ł.&&&¡.DÀI>Å¡³ ﬁÌÆ ¹¡ÍÎ³RÏ .
2.2.3 Posets
A poset is an irreflexive, transitive binary relation on a set. Since all of our graphs
are simple, there is a natural isomorphism between our digraphs and sets with
binary (irreflexive if loops are forbidden) relations.
Therefore, the following definitions agree with the standard ones. A set of arcs is
called acyclic if it contains no circuit. An acyclic, transitively closed set of arcs
is called a poset. An arc set c  contains a transitive arc if there are :C.D<?.DxtﬃÐc  ,
such that S:ﬀ.=<T	·.;B<?.Dxd	®.;S:C.Dxy	$ﬃAc  . An acyclic arc set without transitive arcs is a
Hasse diagram.
Part I
Theory
7
9This thesis will focus on routing problems with reloads. In the first part we will
show how these problems can be modeled and examine the computational com-
plexity of such models. Thus, we will stress what sets reload problems apart from
the more “classical” routing problems in the literature.
Routing problems have found a broad range of applications and therefore can
take many vastly differing forms. Therefore, we will give a brief introduction by
presenting a few of the most important routing problems in Chapter 3. Then we
proceed to discuss how problems with reloads differ from these classic problems
and give a first formal model. This model will be of a very simple nature, since
it contains only the most basic constraints needed to formalize the process of
reloading. This restraint seems advantageous both to emphasize the new aspects
introduced by reloads and to make the model accessible to combinatorial analysis.
We will extend the model in Chapter 6, when we show how real world applications
can be handled with our model. The final Chapter 5 of the first part then presents
our results on the complexity of the model.
Chapter 3
Classic Routing Problems
As a brief introduction to routing problems and the constraints most commonly
faced in these problems, we present three of the most widely known transportation
problems: the Traveling Salesman Problem, the Vehicle Routing Problem and
the Pickup and Delivery Problem. This discussion also serves as a motivation
for our models for reload problems and to highlight the connections between the
problems.
3.1 Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)
The term “routing problem” is used for optimization problems where a set of
clients has to be visited in the cheapest possible way. The TSP is certainly the
best known routing problem. Even though the TSP lacks a lot of detail, barring it
from immediately being used in real world applications, it occurs as a subproblem
in numerous more elaborate models. This is probably one of the reasons for the
vast amount of literature it has spawned [33].
The name TSP has been derived from the following question: A salesman must
visit a set of cities and then return to the starting point. In which order should the
cities be visited to minimize the length of the round trip?
Problem 3.1 (TSP [17]).
Instance Given is a complete graph , ﬁ Ba.108	 with non-negative cost func-
tion d"0Y  

on the edges.
Question Find a Hamiltonian cycle Ñd0 for , , such that ÒLÓ
%¡Ô
BG;	 is mini-
mized.
The TSP can be interpreted as the weighted version of the decision problem
whether a graph has a Hamiltonian cycle. This immediately implies its »¼ -
11
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completeness [17]. In most transportation problems one central goal is to mini-
mize tour length, even though the constraints and definition of feasible tours will
vary and additional goals may be more prominent.
Models for real world applications often are extensions of the TSP. We will present
two of the most important ones in the following. The first one, the VRP, introduces
additional constraints on the tours, while the second one, the PDP, broadens the
notion of “customer”.
Remark 3.2. [Graphs for Routing Problems] An integral part of any transportation
problem is the underlying network and its distance matrix. Throughout this thesis
we make a few assumptions about these networks:
1. The modes of transportation can always travel between sites along the short-
est paths, thus from now on we will assume that the networks are complete
and the triangle inequality holds. The cost of transportation between two
sites is never negative, so the edge resp. arc weights are non-negative.
2. The relative distance between sites cannot be measured with arbitrary exact-
ness. When determining the computational complexity we would also like
to avoid the difficulties induced by computing irrationals on finite precision
machines and rational costs can always be multiplied by a suitable factor
to obtain integer costs. Therefore, the cost of transportation between two
vertices is given by a cost function on the arc set Õ"c[  

.
Note that the TSP remains hard even if the underlying network satisfies all of the
above restrictions. Although it is not mentioned explicitly, this can be seen from
the reduction to the Hamiltonian Circuit Problem found in [17].
3.2 Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)
In many applications more than one vehicle is required to visit all clients. This is
often due to additional constraints that restrict the number of customers visited by
a single tour. Adding these constraints extends the TSP. Such generalizations are
summarized under the term “Vehicle Routing Problems” (VRP).
It is certainly not possible to survey the whole range of VRPs in this short intro-
duction (see e. g. [22, 32]). Instead, we will concentrate on two problems that con-
stitute the basis of many problems, namely the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Prob-
lem (CVRP) and the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW).
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Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) In the CVRP, each customer
has an associated “load”. To service all customers we can employ not only one
but several vehicles, each equipped with a certain “capacity”. The additional re-
strictions state, that each vehicle can visit a subset of the customers only if its
total customer load does not exceed the vehicle capacity. Since the cost of getting
to the first customer of a tour and returning home after the last customer usually
cannot be neglected, VRPs introduce a “depot”, where each tour has to start and
to end. In the TSP, the starting point of the round trip has no impact on the overall
tour length. For the CVRP, we must specify a special “depot”-node and demand
that each tour visits this node.
Problem 3.3 (CVRP).
Instance Given º3ﬃO 

, the capacity and a complete graph , ﬁ _-
.D02	 with
non-negative weight function x3"-]  

on the nodes (Ö<AﬃF-q"
x2B<E	§4º ) and non-negative cost function d"0t  

on the edges,
a node ×ØﬃV- is designated as the depot. -ÌÙ9×Ø¡> will be called the
set of customers.
Question Find a set of circuits ~ , such that
Ú
ÔÛ%¡Ü
Ú
Ó
%jÝ6ÍÎÔÞÏ
7_G;	 is minimized
ß
ÔÛ%®Ü
-vSÑª	
ﬁ
- (3.1)
ÖÑUﬃw~L" ×ØﬃV-r´Ñª	 (3.2)
ÖÑUﬃw~L"
Ú

%&©ÍàÔÞÏ
x2B<E	§4º (3.3)
(3.1) guarantees that all customers are visited by some tour, the load of the vertices
in a tour may not exceed the capacity (3.3) and all tours must start and end at the
depot (3.2).
Obviously, the problem to determine the number of tours necessary to solve the
CVRP, is »[¼ -complete in itself. It is a Bin Packing Problem (BPP) [17]. Even
though the BPP is »¼ -complete in the strong sense, in practice even large in-
stances can often be solved by enumeration strategies. Still, the addition of capac-
ity constraints makes the search for an optimal solution of the VRP much harder.
Today, TSP-instances containing several thousand vertices can be solved in ac-
ceptable time by branch & bound-methods. For the CVRP this number reduces to
about 70 to 100 [4].
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Remark 3.4. [Cost functions] To keep our discussion as focused as possible, we
will pursue the goal of minimizing the total tour length in all of our problems for
the rest of this thesis. In applications, there are often many alternative measure-
ments of cost, we will briefly discuss additional cost factors for reload problems
in Chapter 6.
Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW) Another reason
that often enforces the use of more than one tour are time windows. Each ver-
tex is equipped with an interval stating when it can be visited. For the tours, we
now need to determine a service time for each vertex, so that travel times are taken
into account and the customers visited within their time window. Since the tours
are node-disjoint (except for the depot), we can associate the service time with the
vertices directly. For the sake of simplicity, we assume for now that travel time
and cost are identical.
Time windows introduce a sense of directedness into our problem, since we need
to be careful in which order the customers are visited. Thus, we switch to a di-
graph for the network.
Problem 3.5 (VRPTW).
Instance Given is a complete digraph , ﬁ -/.Dcy	 with time window functions
Â.D:L"-¢   on the vertices ( Ö<ﬂﬃt-£"ÌÂÈB<E	r§q:ÉB<E	 ) and non-
negative arc costs )"¸cY  

, a vertex ×ØyﬃZ- is designated as the
depot.
Question Find a set of directed circuits ~ and á"¸-Y£  such that
Ú
ÔÛ%®Ü
Ú
â
%
ã
Ôåä
7_¬¸	 is minimized
ß
ÔÛ%¡Ü
-rSÑª	
ﬁ
- (3.4)
ÖÑUﬃw~L" ×ØﬃV-vSÑª	 (3.5)
ÖÑUﬃw~L"MÖ$S:C.D<E	ﬃwÑCÙ\TB×Ø·	" á6B:	6¨7B:C.D<E	§ﬂá6B<E	 (3.6)
Ö<HﬃO-æ" ÂÈB<E	U§ﬂáCS<T	U§:ÉB<E	 (3.7)
(3.4) and (3.5) again guarantee that all customers are served and each tour starts
and ends at the depot. (3.6) makes the time stamps obey the travel times and (3.7)
checks that the delivery times are within the allowed interval.
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Time window constraints make the routing problem a lot harder. To merely decide
whether a feasible solution exists for a given instance of the VRPTW is »¼ -
complete if a bound on the number of vehicles is given [45]. There are many
different forms of the VRPTW. For example the time windows can consist of
not only one but several admissible intervals. We will present more general time
window constraints in Chapter 6.
Note that in both the CVRP and the VRPTW, we could drop the depot and allow
tours to be arbitrary paths instead of circuits with no impact on the complexity. We
have used the above formulations, since they are the ones most commonly used in
the literature and also to make the problems more plausible. In the formulation of
the final problem of this chapter, we will drop these constraints.
3.3 Pickup And Delivery Problem (PDP)
Our last classic routing problem broadens the notion of “customer” from the TSP.
Instead of simply by vertices, each customer is now represented by a transporta-
tion request with a start and an end vertex. Each tour must service one or several
of these requests.
Given are two disjoint sets of customer locations, those where goods are picked
up « and those where they are delivered to ç . Each transportation request is
a pair è ﬁ  Æ .1×¸	Ëﬃé«êeﬂç . For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that
for each request there are two vertices present, i. e. for any  Æ .1×¸	®. Æ o.1×Łu	vﬃLë

Æ
.1×¸	v
ﬁ

Æ
´.1×Łu	Õ¦ 
Æ

ﬁÆ
¸ìO×F
ﬁ
×u	 . This is merely a notational convenience,
since we can multiply the vertices of the network if necessary. The vertex set of
the base network is composed of the pickup and delivery vertices.
Problem 3.6 (PDP).
Instance Given a complete directed graph , ﬁ _«F!sçw.Dcy	 , a strictly positive
cost function d"c[  

on the arcs of , and a set of node-disjoint
transportation requests ët4«æeIç .
Question Find a set of paths ~ , such that
Ú
ÔÛ%¡Ü
Ú
â
%

ÍÎÔÞÏ
B¬E	 is minimized
ët
ß
ÔÛ%¡Ü
lDzDi7{h|
SÑª	 (3.8)
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(3.8) says that for each request è ﬁ  Æ .1×¸	 there is a tour that visits both end
vertices Æ and × in that order. This formulation of the PDP contains less constraints
than most problems discussed in the literature, where capacity and time window
constraints usually are present, similar to the VRP (e. g. [47]). Such constraints
can easily be added to our basic problem, but they are omitted here, since the
focus shall remain on the basic differences of routing problems.
Above, it has been assumed that each vertex is incident to at most one request.
Thus, in a solution each vertex needs to be visited at most once and it is easy to
make the tours in a solution node-disjoint by removing multiple visits to the same
vertex. By the triangle inequality this will not increase costs.
Since we do not use the standard formulation of the PDP, we give a quick proof
that the PDP is »¼ -complete as a generalization of the Directed Hamiltonian
Path Problem:
Theorem 3.7. Problem 3.6 is »[¼ -complete.
Proof. Let _-
.=cy	 an instance of Directed Hamiltonian Path [17]. Put  ﬁ Pí-NP
and î ﬁ¥ïHið 97_¬¸	¨æ+P¬Lﬃæc@> . We construct an instance of the PDP, let
«
ﬁ
9
Æ
­·.j&&j.
Æ
E> and ç ﬁ 9×T­·.&&&¡.1×Ł> be disjoint with P «sP ﬁ P çËP ﬁ  . We
take the request set to be 9E Æ ³ñ.D×³Û	ÕP+)§¯
§ﬀ> . Put the cost function
×B<;³ñ.=<j¾¡	
ﬁ
òó
ô
óõ
+ if <;³ñ.D<¡¾ÕﬃA« and S<³.D<j¾®	UﬃIc
Ã if <;³ñ.D<¡¾ÕﬃAç
î else.
It is easy to see that this PDP has solution of cost Pí-QPŁÄ+¨[î if and only if a
Hamiltonian Path exists in 0 .
Chapter 4
Introducing Reloads
Classical routing problems like the VRP or the PDP assume that goods are trans-
ported from supplier to customer by a single truck. In large shipping companies,
e.g. postal services or air lines, however it is customary to reload goods along the
way, i.e. goods can be dropped off at so called hubs and then hauled on by another
means of transportation.
In the preceding chapter we have introduced, among other things, the Pickup and
Delivery Problem. Now, the possibility to reload goods at specified hubs to the
model will be added. To accommodate this feature, even the basic model will have
to be much more complex. We will first review some network design problems
found in the literature. Then, the difficulties faced when introducing reloads into
the model will be discussed. In the last section the model will be formally defined.
4.1 Available Models
Transportation problems featuring hubs to consolidate goods until recently have
mostly been considered for strategic planning.
Most notably in this area are the so called Facility Location Problems [38, 16].
Instances of these problems consist of a network containing a set of customers
and possible locations for the hubs. The goal is to select a set of hubs and assign
each customer to a hub, so that capacity constraints on each hub can be satisfied
and some given cost function is minimized. Among these problems are the  -
median and  -center problems, where  locations with minimum average resp.
maximum distance to their assigned customers must be found.
The Hub Location Problem (HLP) [40, 48] is an extension to the above. Here,
the demand consists of transportation requests between the customer locations.
Again, a suitable set of hubs and assignments of customer locations to hubs is to
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be selected. While in the Facility Location Problems cost is mainly determined
by the distance of the customer to its associated hub, here the transportation cost
of the requests is considered in the cost function. This cost is assumed to be linear
in the amount of transported goods.
Guelat et al. [26] consider a network design problem, where an origin-destination
matrix states the supply resp. demand at each customer location for a number
of different goods. In the (not necessarily simple) network each arc represents
transportation by different available carriers. The aim is to find a multi-commodity
flow that minimizes total transportation cost. The problem is made more complex
by constraints on the path decomposition of the solution. These constraints state
that reloads are allowed only at hubs and may forbid usage of certain carriers by
certain goods on a given link.
While they have applications in strategic planning, all of these models make the
assumption that transportation cost is linear in the size of transported goods and
do not consider the timing aspect introduced by reloading in tactical planning.
Gruenert et al. [25] present the Vehicle and Request Flow Network Design Prob-
lem (VRFNDP), a much more detailed model intended for tactical planning tasks
in letter mail transportation. Similar to our model, the routing of requests is rep-
resented by a multi-commodity network flow that must be covered by the tours of
the vehicles. Since this model has been developed with a particular application
in mind, all relevant constraints for operational planning have been taken into ac-
count, i.e. letters have to arrive at a hub in good time, so sorting and reloading can
take place before they are forwarded to the next hub or the customer.
The model that we will present shortly can be considered a simplification of the
VRFNDP with one exception: We treat time as a continuous function and add time
labels to keep track of arrival times of vehicles and goods at a site. In contrast,
Gruenert et al. use a discrete model based on time periods by adding a copy of
each vertex for each time period.
4.2 Problem Description
We assume a setting similar to the one of the PDP. Again, we are given a network
and a set of requests ë , that have to be transported across the network.
But instead of being transported by only one vehicle, a request can now also be
dropped off at special vertices called reload hubs or consolidation centers and
picked up again by another tour. This process may be repeated until the goods are
finally delivered to their destination.
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The possibility of reload operations makes formulating a model difficult. There
are several reasons for this:
Decoupling of tours and requests In all problems mentioned in the previous
chapter, we only need to know the vehicle routes. From the routing we can de-
termine the assignment of requests to tours. If goods may be reloaded more than
once, there is, in general, no unique way to transport the goods.
Figure 4.1 shows an example. Here, three tours are given, each sketched with
differently shaded arcs. The request  Æ .1×¸	 can be routed in two different ways. It
could either be transported via the hubs ö­ , öh5 , öh÷ being reloaded twice or via ö­ ,
öh÷ , being reloaded only once. It is not possible to make a decision on it without
additional information.
Therefore, we will add a path for each request that details the way the request
travels.
h2
h1
h3
p
d
Figure 4.1: The routes for the requests are not fixed.
Multiple visits at hubs Hub vertices can be visited more than once by different
tours. Moreover, it may be advantageous for a single tour to return to a hub
vertex, that has been visited before. Thus, we cannot assume that a tour is a
simple path as in our previous models. We might construct a model, where each
tour is represented by a function of some OﬃAø (the number of stops of the tour)
into - . However, this would make formulating the constraints on the tour overly
difficult.
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Instead, by adding a sufficient number of copies of the hub vertices, we can make
any tour visit each vertex at most once. To determine the maximum number of
necessary copies, the following observation is useful:
In a feasible solution, each request must be reloaded at most once at
any single hub.
For a proof, assume that we have a solution with the minimum number of reload
actions that reloads a request more than once at a hub. Thus, there is a request that
arrives at a hub, then is picked up by another tour. Later, the request returns to the
hub and is picked up by a last tour. But in this case, we would not have needed to
transport the goods in a circle, only to arrive at the same hub again. Therefore, we
can find a solution of equal cost, with one less reload action.
Thus, we know that by replacing each hub by PùëHP vertices, each request needs to
visit each vertex at most once. We can interpret the new vertices as a dedicated
hub, where only a certain request may be reloaded.
By adding copies of the hub vertices, we know that each vertex is visited by at
most two tours. We can reduce this number to one by splitting these vertices
again. One is used by the tour dropping the goods, the other by the tour picking
them up. The split vertices are connected by special arcs that are not permitted to
be used in a tour.
Remark 4.1. We intend to multiply hub vertices in our model, so a solution needs
to visit each vertex of the network at most once. This casts our model in the neigh-
borhood of disjoint paths problems [37]. An instance of the Disjoint Connecting
Paths-Problem [17] consists of a graph and disjoint vertex pairs. The question
asked is whether there are edge-/vertex-disjoint paths connecting each of these
pairs. There also exist directed and weighted versions of this problem, all of them
are »¼ -complete in general graphs.
Since we deal with complete graphs where the triangle inequality holds, a (not
necessarily unique) shortest path between two vertices is always the arc connect-
ing them. Therefore the above problem is simple in our case.
Additionally, from the point of view of applications, the vertices of the network
represent the locations where goods can be picked up, delivered and reloaded.
By multiplying vertices, an additional layer of abstraction is introduced. In this
inflated network, each vertex does not represent a location but rather an action.
In the case of requests, this is the action of picking up or delivering a request.
In the case of hubs, each vertex represents dropping or loading up of a particular
request. Because each action needs to be performed at most once, multiple visits
to a single vertex can always be deleted from a solution without increasing cost
(by the triangle inequality).
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In this sense, demanding node-disjointedness removes degenerate solutions from
solution space. While this makes sense for the structural analysis in the next
chapter, there may still be optimization strategies that could benefit if such degen-
eracies were allowed.
h2
p1
h1
p2
d1
d2
Figure 4.2: A deadlock situation.
Avoiding deadlocks Knowing a path from the tail to the head of the request
arc is still not sufficient. It must also be guaranteed that goods have arrived at a
hub before they are picked up by another tour. Otherwise, a deadlock situation
might occur. In Figure 4.2 such a situation is shown. Again, the dotted and the
plain arrows denote different vehicles. The only way to transport request  Æ ­·.1×T­ª	
through the network, is to route it via ö­ and öh5 , on the other hand  Æ 5j.1×5·	 has to
go through öú5 and ö­ in that order.
To avoid this, a time stamp is associated with each vertex. The time stamps tra-
versed by a request must be increasing for a solution to be feasible.
4.3 The First Model
Now, a first definition of a transportation problem with reloads will be given. The
corresponding model is very simple, since it only ensures that the requests can be
transported through the network. In Chapter 6 more constraints will be added, but
for now we focus on the aspect of reloading.
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h2+
h3
+
h1
+ h1
-
h3
-
h2-
h
Figure 4.3: The vertices and arcs created by multiplying a hub.
Our input is the underlying network a ﬁ _«L!Oç3!Vû.;B«L!Vç3!ËûI	 5 	 , a non-
negative cost function on the arcs 2"CB«!Vçü!IûA	 5   

and a set of requests
ëý²«þeç . Again, we assume that for each request there are two dedicated
vertices.
Before stating the problem, the hub vertices have to be multiplied:
Definition 4.2. Let a ﬁ _«4!Içß!Aû.;B«4!Içü!AûA	 5 	 be a network with a non-
negative cost function 8"6_«4!Içß!VûI	 5   

on the arcs and a set of requests
ëqæ«éeÐç with the following property: For any  Æ .1×¸	®.; Æ o.D×u	)ﬃﬂë , whenever

Æ
.1×¸	d
ﬁ

Æ
o.1×ŁR	 , then also Æ ﬁ Æ  and ×wﬁ ×Ł .
For each è2ﬃVë and öﬃAû let ö

 and ö

 be new vertices, called hub vertices:
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
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A weighted graph a
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graph corresponding to a if
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For later use, define the following sets of reload arcs:
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contains « and ç from the original network and additionally for each trans-
portation request èWﬃAë and each hub öﬃAû there are two nodes ö

 and ö

 . They
will be used in a solution if a è is dropped off at consolidation center ö and picked
up by another vehicle. Figure 4.3 shows the vertices created for a hub vertex ö in
an instance with three requests +Ł.·¸.1 . The arcs in c  are dashed. Tours will not
be allowed to use these arcs.
Now, a first definition of a transportation problem with reloads is given. As dis-
cussed above, we will need to determine not only tours, but also for each request
è a path detailing how the request should be routed. To avoid deadlocks, each
vertex is associated with a time stamp that determines its service time:
Problem 4.3 (PDP with Reloads (first version)).
Instance Given a routing graph _-
.Dc).1¡	 and a set of transportation requests
ët4«æeIç .
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Question Find a set of paths ~ in a , called tours, time labels áA"ú-æ ø and
for each request èHﬃÌë a path Â  in a , called the request path for è ,
such that
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Ú
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
B¬E	 is minimized
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Contrary to the PDP, for the RPDP we demand explicitly that tours are simple
paths and pairwise disjoint by (4.2) and (4.3). These constraints are applied to
restrict reloading to the hubs. (4.1) says that reload arcs may not be used in tours.
Each demand must be served (4.4) i.e. for each è ﬁ  Æ .1×¸	)ﬃﬂë there must be a
request path from Æ to × . Because of (4.5) this path must consist of arcs from tours
plus possibly the dedicated “reload arcs” in c  . To avoid deadlocks, goods must
arrive at a vertex before they can be transported to the next one (4.6).
The following theorem is trivial as the RPDP is a generalization of the PDP:
Theorem 4.4. The RPDP is »¼ -complete.
Proof. Note that an instance of the PDP can be interpreted as an instance of the
RPDP without hub vertices.
Given a solution to the PDP, we can remove multiple visits to the same vertex
without increasing solution cost. So (4.2) and (4.3) are satisfied. Since there are
no hubs in the instance, (4.1) holds as well. We can determine request paths by
(3.8) and any solution of a PDP can be equipped with time stamps, so (4.6) holds.
On the other hand, given a solution of the RPDP, (3.8) says that for each request
è there must be an è -path within one tour. In the absence of hubs, tours must be
node-disjoint by (4.2) and (4.3). Thus, (4.4) and (4.5) suffice to guarantee the
existence of such paths in a solution of the RPDP.
Thus, the PDP has a solution of a given cost if and only if the corresponding RPDP
has a solution of equal cost.
Chapter 5
Properties of Reload Problems
Logic is a systematic method of coming to the wrong conclu-
sions with confidence.
Cathryn M. Drennan – To Dream in the City of Sorrows
In the preceding chapter we have developed a model for reload problems. Now,
its complexity and some of its special cases will be examined.
The first step will be to simplify our model in order to make it more accessible
to combinatorial analysis. Then, a new class of combinatorial problems is intro-
duced, the

-Diagram Problems, of which our problem is a special case.
We show that

-Diagram Problems can be solved in polynomial time under some
additional conditions on the underlying network and

if the number of requests
is bounded. This implies that the same holds for our reload problems. To prove
this, we will need several lemmas that disclose properties of optimum solutions of

-DPs that are of interest in their own right.
In many applications, a request is reloaded only once. For these cases we have
developed the ` -Star Hub Problem ( ` -SHP). This is a special case of the RPDP
with additional restrictions on the tours, namely a tour can serve only one request
or visit only one customer and one hub. The ` -SHP can be solved efficiently if
at most two hub vertices are present. We will use this fact to determine an initial
transportation plan for the local search algorithm presented in Chapter 7.
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5.1 A Simplified Model
In contrast to the classic routing problems introduced in Chapter 3 in the RPDP not
only tours need to be determined, but also transportation routes for the requests
and a service time for each stop. The purpose of this section is to present an
equivalent model, whose solutions consist only of a set of arcs determining the
tours.
It will be much harder to add new constraints to the new model. Therefore it is
not adequate for applications. However, it has the benefit of being more elegant
and much more accessible to combinatorial analysis.
Problem 5.1.
Instance Given a routing graph a ﬁ _«!Zç!ZûQ.Dc8.1¡	 and a set of node-
disjoint transportation requests ët«üeAç .
Question Find a set of arcs  , such that
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 contains no cycle. (5.4)
Note that both problems take the same input, a routing graph together with a set
of request arcs. They are equivalent in the following sense: From any feasible
solution of one of the two problems a solution for the RPDP can be built, whose
arc set, together with the reload arcs c  , is a solution of Problem 5.1.
In Problem 5.1 we only need to find a set of arcs, so that each customer vertex is
incident to at most one entering and one leaving arc (5.1), (5.2). Thus, ËÙc 
can be partitioned into a set of node-disjoint paths. These paths are the “tours” of
a solution of the corresponding RPDP.
The acyclicity condition (5.4) guarantees that the stops can be equipped with time
labels. By (5.3) there is a path for each request in the set of solution arcs.
The equivalence of the two problems is stated more formally in the following
theorem:
Theorem 5.2. Let -/.Dc).1j	 and ëßc be an instance of Problem 4.3 and 5.1.
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If there is a solution of either Problem 4.3 or Problem 5.1 of cost î , then there
is a solution ´~.;_Â  	  %  .=á?	 of Problem 4.3 of cost no more than î , such that
c

!
X
ÔÛ%¡Ü
cW´Ñª	 is a solution of Problem 5.1
The proof of this theorem is quite technical and consists of many small changes
to the given solution in order to satisfy the additional constraints imposed by both
problems together. It can be found in Appendix B.
5.2  -Diagram Problems
In this section we will not work with Problem 5.1, but with a generalization, the

-Diagram Problem (  -DP). Let  be a downward system of arc sets on directed
graphs, such that membership of

can be checked efficiently.
Problem 5.3 (  -DP).
Instance Let -/.Dc8.1¡	 be a digraph with non-negative arc weights d"cL  

,
p a set of directed node pairs. We say that a set [ﬃ

is spanning
for p , if p  l=zDi{T| 
	 . If  is spanning and acyclic, we call it
feasible.
Question Find a feasible set  such that 7
	" ﬁ Ò â
%

7_¬¸	 is minimized.
A solution  of a

-Diagram Problem, we call an

-diagram. As we consider
only non-negative arc weights, we may assume that  is a Hasse diagram. Thus,
 contains a directed B:C.D<E	 -path for each request arc S:ﬀ.=<T	ﬃAp .
Note that Problem 5.1 is a special case of the above problem. This can be seen by
putting:

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B<E	;P§Y+ì P \
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S<T	P§+> (5.5)
Obviously,

is a downward set system and any solution of Problem 5.1 will be in

.
5.2.1 Excursion: The Steiner Diagram Problem
If

ﬁ


, this problem will be called “Steiner Diagram Problem” (SDP). We
have chosen this name because the problem can be seen as a link between two
problems of the well known Steiner-type.
It is a generalization of the so called Steiner Arborescence Problem (SAP).
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Problem 5.4 (SAP [27] ).
Instance Let -/.Dc8.Dj	 be a complete digraph with non-negative arc weights
"/cê  

, Ñ ØQﬃY- a designated root node and ~ - a set of
terminals.
Question Find a subset c that contains a path from Ñ Ø to each ÑUﬃ~ , such
that _	U" ﬁ Ò â
%

B¬¸	 is minimized.
Note that acyclicity, which is automatically guaranteed in the latter problem, must
be required explicitly for a Steiner Diagram Problem. As a generalization of the
SAP, the SDP is »« -complete, as well [27]. Yet, when there are no Steiner
nodes, i.e. vertices that are neither root nor terminal nodes, the Steiner Arbores-
cence Problem reduces to a Minimum Spanning Arborescence Problem, and thus
is polynomially solvable.
Without the acyclicity condition, the Steiner Diagram Problem is known as Gen-
eralized Directed Steiner Network Problem (GDSNP):
Problem 5.5 (GDSNP [7]).
Instance Let -/.Dc).1j	 be a digraph with non-negative arc weights Õ"c[  

,
p a set of directed node pairs.
Question Find a spanning set æc such that xW_	" ﬁ
Ò
â
%

x2_¬¸	 is mini-
mized.
A special version of the GDSNP, for which we have found an older reference, is
the Directed Steiner Network Problem (DSNP). In the DSNP one has to find an
“equivalent” subgraph for a given vertex set ~Áþ- . So, if in _-
.=cy	 there is a
path from one vertex in ~ to another, such a path will be in the subgraph as well.
Note that two vertices are not connected by a path in the original graph will be
disconnected in the subgraph as well.
In the GDSNP, not all the connections for a given vertex set have to be retained,
but only those that are prescribed by p .
Problem 5.6 (DSNP [52]).
Instance Let , ﬁ -/.Dcy	 be a digraph with non-negative arc weights x"c[
 

, ~- a set of terminals.
Question Find a subgraph ,y ﬁ -y´.DcR	 of ,y such that ~K-y and for any
two nodes :ﬀ.=<Hﬃw~ whenever there is a S:C.D<E	 -path in , there is also
one in ,  and Ò â
%

x2_¬¸	 is minimized.
Surveys of many different kinds of Steiner Problems on both directed and undi-
rected graphs can be found in [27, 52].
In contrast to the SAP, the DSNP remains hard even if ~ ﬁ - [52]. From this fact
it follows easily that the GDSNP is »L« -complete even if - ﬁ - p . The same
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YV 1
CS1
SC2
EC2
EC1
EV 1
SV 1
NV 1
EV 2
SV 2
YV 2
NV 2
SV 3
NV 4
YV 4
SV 4
YV 3
NV 3
EV 3
EV 4
edge weights:
0
1
m
Figure 5.1: Relevant edges in the construction for B<­d<5y<÷®	ì/<­d<75$<¡	 .
holds for the SDP, as will be proved below. Since the graph used in the proof is
acyclic, this proves the fact for the GDSNP as well.
Theorem 5.7. The Steiner Diagram Problem (i.e.  -DP with  ﬁ   ) is »L« -
complete even if - ﬁ -ﬀíp , c is transitively closed and the triangle inequality
holds in , .
Proof. We give a reduction from SAT [28]. Let ­1.&&&¡.1· be the clauses and
<­®.&&j¡.D<;¿ the variables in an instance of SAT.
We construct an instance of the SDP that has a solution of cost at most 7À 5 ¨¤À
if and only if the SAT instance is satisfiable.
For each clause 1³ define º³C" ﬁ 9 
³
.1
Ý
³
> , for each variable <¡¾C-¾Õ" ﬁ 9;< 
¾
.=<
Ý
¾
.D<ﬂﬁ
¾
.D<ﬃ
¾
> ,
let the vertex set be
-
ﬁ
ß
³o¶
º³E!
ß
¾·¶¿
-¾;
For each variable <j¾ , we define the arcs:
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c

¾
ﬁ
9EB<

¾
.D<
ﬁ
¾
	®.;S<
ﬁ
¾
.=<
Ý
¾
	®.;S<

¾
.=<
ﬃ
¾
	®.B<
ﬃ
¾
.D<
Ý
¾
	·>
constituting the truth setting components (see Figure 5.1). For satisfaction testing
we put for each clause º³
c 
³
ﬁ
9E_

³
.D<

¾
	dP;<¡¾ÕﬃA1³> ! 9EB<
ﬁ
¾
.1
Ý
³
	ÕP;<j¾ is positive in 1³>
! 9EB<
ﬃ
¾
.1
Ý
³
	P7<¡¾ is negative in ·³_>
Now, we define the arc set cæ" ﬁl=zDi{h|  X
³o¶
c

³
!
X
¾1¶¿
c

¾
	® Note that _®
³
.1
Ý
³
	
and B< 
¾
.D<
Ý
¾
	 are arcs of the graph for each ¯ and Ê .
The weight function x on c is defined as follows:
xW_¬¸	
ﬁ
òó
ó
ó
ó
ô
ó
ó
ó
óõ
Ã if ¬ ﬁ B¡
³
.D<¸
¾
	 and <j¾ occurs in 1³ñ.
Ã if ¬ ﬁ S< ﬁ
¾
.1
Ý
³
	 and <¡¾ is positive in 1³ñ.
Ã if ¬ ﬁ S<ﬃ
¾
.1
Ý
³
	 and <j¾ is negative in ·³.
+ if ¬ ﬁ S<E
¾
.D<
ﬁ
¾
	 or ¬ ﬁ B<¸
¾
.D<
ﬃ
¾
	·.
À if ¬ ﬁ S<ﬁ
¾
.D<
Ý
¾
	 or ¬ ﬁ B<ﬃ
¾
.D<
Ý
¾
	®.
All other arcs have induced cost, i.e. the cost of the shortest path from tail to
head, thus the triangle inequality holds. Note that each _ 
³
.1
Ý
³
	 has a cost of + ,
each S< 
¾
.D<
Ý
¾
	 one of ÀK¨+ .
Finally, let
p

"
ﬁ
ß
¾·¶¿
9EB<

¾
.D<
Ý
¾
	·.;B<
ﬁ
¾
.D<
Ý
¾
	·.;B<
ﬃ
¾
.D<
Ý
¾
	·>
for the truth setting component and
p

"
ﬁ
ß
³o¶
9EB

³
.1
Ý
³
	1>
for the satisfaction testing and let p" ﬁ p  !p

be the request set.
Observe that for each Ê any solution must contain both B<
ﬁ
¾
.D<
Ý
¾
	 and B<
ﬃ
¾
.=<
Ý
¾
	 ,
giving rise to a cost of 7À 5 . Therefore, a solution of cost not exceeding 7À 5 ¨ZÀ
must also contain exactly one of S< 
¾
.D<ﬂﬁ
¾
	 or B< 
¾
.D<ﬃ
¾
	 . The latter choice determines
a truth assignment for the variables of the SAT instance. No other arcs with non-
zero cost can be contained in such a solution. Thus, any path for the request
_®
³
.1
Ý
³
	 must pass through the truth setting component for a variable <¡¾Fﬃ]1³ ,
using B<¸
¾
.D<
ﬁ
¾
	 or B<¸
¾
.D<
ﬃ
¾
	 . Similarly, we get a Steiner diagram of cost 7À 5 ¨À
from any satisfying truth assignment.
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5.2.2 Structural Properties of ! -diagrams
Every road intersects the path of sorrows – sooner or later.
Peter Woodward in Crusade: The Path of Sorrows
The purpose of this section is to describe and prove some properties of

-diagrams
that imply the existence of a polynomial time algorithm if the size of p is bounded,
c is transitively closed, and the triangle inequality holds.
As we work with a more general setting than the RPDP, in general the paths along
which the requests are transported may unite not only at hub vertices, but at any
vertex of the network. We will call such vertices, with at least two entering arcs,
junctions. We show that the number of junctions is bounded by the square of the
size of p . If the triangle inequality holds and c is transitively closed, any vertex
in an optimum solution  must either be incident to a request arc or be a junction
or have at least two leaving arcs. Thus, by symmetry, if PùpP is a constant, an opti-
mum solution visits only a constant number of vertices. This gives a polynomial
bound on the number of possible vertex sets in a solution. By enumerating the
Hasse diagrams on these sets we get the desired result. Note that we cannot omit
transitive closedness of c and compute shortest paths between the junctions, since
we might lose acyclicity this way.
We will first sketch the ideas of our proof: We say that a directed path « in a
solution  satisfies the request B:C.D<E	sﬃtp , if « is a : - < -path. Although in an
optimum solution the path satisfying a given request need not be unique, for each
arc ¬Zﬃ there is some request "rﬃ4p such that ¬ is on every path satisfying "
(Proposition 5.10). Thus, we know that for every junction there are two requests,
such that any two paths satisfying these two requests enter the vertex through two
different arcs. Due to the acyclicity of the solution this happens at most once for
any pair of requests. Therefore each junction can be uniquely identified by any
one such pair (Lemma 5.12). This bounds the number of junctions from above by
the number of possible pairings $#

#
5

. We tighten this bound by proving that for
three requests at most two of the three possible pairings can be joined by different
hubs. This is essentially due to the fact that the paths can be chosen in such a way
that the third pairing happens in one of the other two junctions as well (Lemma
5.13).
Definition 5.8. Let , ﬁ -/.Dc8.Dj	·.1p be an instance of the  -DP and 4c be a
feasible solution.
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The set of junctions %N

of  is defined as
%N

ﬁ
9;<vﬃV-QPù\

S<E	'&>
Similarly, let
%

ﬁ
9;<vﬃV-QPù\Ł

S<E	'&>
We will say that a set  is minimally feasible, if removing any arc from  causes
it to be infeasible.
As mentioned above, the following observation is the crucial one for our algo-
rithm:
Theorem 5.9. Let  be a minimally feasible solution for an instance , ﬁ -/.Dc8.Dj	 ,
p of the  -Diagram Problem.
Then, the number of junctions of  is bounded from above by ­

PùpP
5
.
To prove this theorem we need some preparation. Any arc used in the solution
must serve a purpose, i.e. there must be a request that can only be routed via this
arc:
Proposition 5.10. Let  c be minimally feasible for a  -Diagram Problem and
¬HﬃV . Then there exists "ÕﬃAp , such that ¬ is contained in any path satisfying " .
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that there is some ¬4ﬃß such that for all "
there is some path avoiding ¬ . Then  Ù^9¬h> is still feasible, contradicting the
minimality of  .
Thus, we can label the vertices by their entering requests:
Definition 5.11. Let  be a minimally feasible set for an  -Diagram Problem.
For any arc ¬HﬃV , let (/_¬¸	U4p denote the set of request arcs " , such that ¬ is on
any path in  satisfying " . For <vﬃV- we define its label as )ﬀB<E	 ﬁX â
%+*-,hÍ

Ï
(
B¬¸	 .
By the preceding Proposition 5.10 a label )ﬀB<E	 is empty if and only if \

B<E	
ﬁL
.
The next two lemmas establish the properties that give our bound on the number
of junctions. The first one states that two paths satisfying different requests can
enter at most one common vertex through different arcs.
Lemma 5.12. If <Iﬁ xﬃV- , "j­yﬁ "15ÕﬃAp and 9"j­®. "15&>)/)ÉS<E	ú*)ﬀBxy	 , then there
exists an arc ¬ ﬁ Bè;.D:	 such that :ﬃÐ9;<?.Dx)> and 9"&­®.$"·5&>)0(
B¬E	 .
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Proof. Any two paths «
­1.1«É5 satisfying "j­ resp. "15 both visit < and x . As  is
acyclic, they must visit them exactly once and in the same order, say < precedes
x . Assume, «
­ and «É5 enter x through different arcs ¬T­®.1¬5 . But then, there exists
a path satisfying "j­ that does not use ¬T­ , a contradiction.
This means that each junction can be identified by any two requests that enter the
vertex through different arcs. In other words, choosing for each junction any two
requests that enter the junction through different arcs defines an injective function
from the set of junctions into  
5 
. Since the size of 

5 
is ­
5
P pP
5
, this already
implies a bound of ­
5
P pP
5
on the number of junctions.
The stronger bound in Theorem 5.9 is achieved, because for any triple 9"j­®. "15&. "1÷&>8
p the image of such an injection contains at most two of the three possible pair-
ings. This is implied by
Lemma 5.13. For any three nodes <­®.=<75&.=<7÷ﬃV- we have
oÖÉ+@§¯
±ÌÊv§4" )ﬀB<;³S	6*1)ﬀB<¡¾®	
ﬁ[
	/¦
÷
}
¹.2­
)ﬀB<¹&	y
ﬁ[

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there are <­®.=<75&.=<7÷ﬃV- , such that
"j­Uﬃ3)ÉS<­=	6*4)ÉS<75®	·.5"15ﬃ6)ﬀB<5·	6*1)ﬀB<÷·	®.5"1÷ﬃ3)ÉS<­È	ﬀ*4)ÉS<7÷1	
while 7 ÷
¹.2­
)ﬀB<¹	 contains neither "j­ , "15 nor "1÷ . Let «/­·.1«É5 and «ﬀ÷ be paths satis-
fying "j­®. "15 resp. "1÷ . These paths define a total order on <­®.D<5&.D<÷ , we may assume
<­±ﬂ<75±ﬂ<÷ and that <÷ has been chosen at the shortest possible distance from <­
wrt. «ﬀ÷ , so «É5 and «É÷ enter <÷ through different arcs ¬5.1¬÷ and "1÷dﬃ8(
B¬÷·	 . Thus,
we can replace the <­®.D<÷ segment of «ﬀ÷ by the <­·.D<5 segment of «
­ and the <5.D<÷
segment of «É5 yielding a path satisfying "1÷ not using ¬÷ , a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 5.9. For each <Qﬃ9% 

let ¯DB<E	 be any pair of of requests enter-
ing < through different arcs. By Lemma 5.12 this defines an injection from %N
into 

5

.
Now, consider the graph û ﬁ BpH.D¯D:% 

	=	 defined on the vertex set p by adding
an edge 9"j­®. "15j> if there is <rﬃ3%N

with ¯1S<T	 ﬁ 9"&­1. "15&> .
Now, assume that û contains a îv÷ (a complete graph with three nodes). Then,
by Lemma 5.13 ¯ could have been defined, so that it is not injective, contradicting
Lemma 5.12. Thus, û contains no îv÷ .
It is well known that a graph with  vertices and no îv÷ has at most ­


5
edges if
 is even, and at most ­


5
Ä+;	 edges if  is odd. (see for example [6]) Since ¯ is
injective, this yields
P;%


P¸§
+
<
PùpP
5

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Remark 5.14. By symmetry we have as well
P=%w

P§
+
<
PùpP
5

We can now show that under additional constraints on the underlying graphs and

there is a polynomial algorithm for the

-DP if the number of requests is bounded
by a constant.
Definition 5.15. Let _-
.=cy	 be a directed graph and

£

. We say that

shortcuts subdivisions if for any ﬃ  and :ﬀ.=<.=xﬃV-
ªB:C.D<E	®.;S<?.Dxy	/ﬃO and \ 

B<E	
ﬁ
\ 

B<E	
ﬁ
+	¦
µ_wÙd9EB:C.D<E	®.B<?.Dxy	1>7	!V9EB:C.Dxy	1> ©ﬃ


This means that we can replace any path Æ in a set ﬃ

by the arc  lDimon  Æ 	®. fhgjik  Æ 	=	
and get another set in

. Obviously, the

for Problem 5.1 (see (5.5)) and also  
shortcut subdivisions.
Corollary 5.16. Let a be an integer. Let  -DP(N) denote the class of  -Diagram
Problems , ﬁ -/.Dc8.Dj	·.1p where P pP§²a , with c transitively closed and ,
satisfying the triangle inequality. If  shortcuts subdivisions, then  -DP(N) ﬃ¼ .
Proof. Let  be a solution for a  -Diagram Problem , ﬁ _-
.Dc).1¡	®.1p .
Let <rﬃA-H
	6Ù-r_p2	 .
If \

B<E	
ﬁ
Ã or \Ł

S<T	
ﬁ
Ã , then the arcs in  incident to < can be removed,
yielding a solution  of the

-DP. If \7

S<E	
ﬁ
+ and \Ł

B<E	
ﬁ
+ , then there are
:ﬀ.=xﬃ- such that S:C.D<E	®.;S<.=xy	)ﬃ[ . Since

shortcuts subdivisions and , is
transitively closed $" ﬁ Ù69ES:C.D<E	®.;S<.=xy	·>7	!y9EB:C.Dxd	·> is a solution of the

-DP.
By repeatedly applying these two steps, we get a solution Ø , such that no vertex
<HﬃV-r_Ø·	TÙ/-v_pW	 has both \ 
@?
S<T	§Y+ and \ 
@?
B<E	§+ . By the triangle inequality
the cost of Ø does not exceed the cost of  .
By Theorem 5.9 and Remark 5.14 the number of vertices in -HØ®	Ù^-v_pW	 is
bounded by ­
5
PùpP
5
. Obviously, the number of posets on a given set of at most
­
5
PùpP
5
¨PùpQP vertices is a constant.
Therefore, we can find a solution using the following “algorithm”:
for all candidate sets - ( Pí-@_P§ ­
5
PùpP
5 ):
for all Hasse diagrams on -  !w-ﬀíp in

:
if cc :
compute the cost of c ;
choose the solution with minimum cost;
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12v
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t 1
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Figure 5.2: Graph for up to A request arcs.
Since the number of candidate sets is bounded by
ÒCB
D
#

#
D

5
#

#
³E2­

#

#
³

, which is a
polynomial in Pí-NP if PùpQP is a constant, this algorithm runs in polynomial time.
Whenever one of our additional conditions on , is dropped, there are instances
where this algorithm fails. By the transitive closedness and the triangle inequality
the arc connecting any two vertices is a shortest path as well. Similar to what
we said in Remark 4.1, in graphs without these properties finding node-disjoint
shortest paths to avoid circuits may become an issue.
Remark 5.17. Note that Lemma 5.12 fails for the GDSNP, since it uses acyclicity
of the solution. It is easy to construct an instance of GDSNP whose optimum
solution contains a directed cycle.
Finally, we note that our bound on the number of junctions is tight:
Theorem 5.18. There is a class of Steiner Diagram Problems, whose graph is
transitively closed and where the triangle inequality holds, where an optimum
solution contains ­

PùpP
5 ( ­

1PùpP
5
Ä+	 ) junctions if P pP is even (odd).
Proof. The main idea is to construct a solution  for a set of  independent request
arcs p ﬁ 9E:7­·.=ÑD­=	·.&&&¡.;:j¸.=ÑŁ	·> , such that two paths satisfying :j³ñ.ªÑ³S	®.:1¾.=ÑB¾j	
meet in node <¸
³í¾
if and only if ¯ and Ê have different parity.
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Let  be even. Our vertex set consists of
-æ"
ﬁ
97­·.&&jj.Fj>M!V9ÑD­·.&&&¡.=Ñ¸>7!
9;<¸
³ù¾
P;¯ odd .Ê even >7!
9;<h
³ù¾
P;¯ odd .Ê even >
In the following we present the arc set  supposed to form the solution. The
optimality of this arc set is guaranteed by defining their arc weights as 1 and
assigning all the transitive arcs the induced weight.
We have three different types of arcs:
ë "
ﬁ
9E:j³.D<¸
­S³
	ÕP;¯ even >!O9E:j³.D<¸
³å5
	ÕP;¯ odd >.
~ "
ﬁ
9EB<h
³å
.=Ñ³S	ÕP;¯ odd >M!A9EB<h


­HG ³
.ªÑ³S	ÕP;¯ even >.
I
"
ﬁ
9EB<

³í¾
.=<

³í¾
	ÕP;¯ odd .Ê even >U!O9ES< 
³í¾
.D<

³JG ¾

5
	P;¯ odd .Ê even >U!
9EB<h
³í¾
.=<E
³

5KG ¾
	P¯ odd .Ê even >
Now  " ﬁ ë¤!Q~Ì!
I
. The situation is depicted in Figure 5.2 for small  .
To see that  is indeed a Steiner diagram we set j³ ﬁ "?<h

­HG ³
for ¯ even, j³ ﬁ "ú<h
³JG Ø
for ¯ odd, Ñ³ ﬁ "?< 


­HG ³
for ¯ even and Ñ³ ﬁ "?< 
³JG 

5
for ¯ odd. Now, it is immediate
that no index ever decreases along a directed arc and that the unique j³ñ.=Ñ³´	 path
in  is given as the graph induced by all vertices with index ¯ . Furthermore,
P;%N

P
ﬁ
P=%w

P
ﬁ
+
<

5

With an analogous construction for odd  , we get a bound of ­


5
Ä+ .
5.3 Approximation of the SDP
Charikar, Chekuri, Cheung, Dai, Goel, Guha and Li present an approximation
result for the GDSNP (Problem 5.5) in [7]. This algorithm is based on the notion
of bunches (see Figure 5.3):
Definition 5.19. Let L ﬁ 9E Æ ­·.1×T­ª	®. Æ 5&.D×51	®.&&jj.; Æ ¸.1×Ł	1>84p be a set of  node
pairs from p . For vertices :C.D<HﬃV- , a bunch ½ ﬁ B:C.D<?. L)	 is defined as a digraph
with the vertex set 9;:C.D<?. Æ ­D.&&&®. Æ E.1×T­·.&j&j.1×Ł> . ½ has arcs B:C.D<E	 called its back
bone,  Æ ³ñ.D:	 and B<?.1×Ł³´	 of cost identical to those in -/.Dc8.Dxd	 .
The algorithm for the GDSNP is based on repeatedly finding minimum density
bunches, where the density of a bunch is defined as the cost of the bunch divided
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by  . Charikar et al. show that there are bunches whose density is bounded with
the density of partial solutions of the GDSNP. Since a minimum density bunch
can be found in polynomial time, this process can be iterated, in each iteration
removing the node pairs that are satisfied by the minimum density bunch. The
union of these bunches then gives a solution of the GDSNP. This suffices to prove
that there is a polynomial approximation algorithm with an approximation ratio
of Mr1PùpP 5ONñ÷ ÂQPSR ­Nñ÷ P pPí	 for the GDSNP.
Note that the solution provided by this algorithm may contain cycles when several
bunches contain common vertices. However, in view of our applications we can
multiply these vertices, so the bunches are disjoint components of the solution, this
gives an acyclic solution of equal cost. This provides an algorithm to approximate
the SDP with the same ratio as the GDSNP.
It should be noted that the technique of multiplying vertices cannot be applied
to arbitrary approximation algorithms for the GDSNP. In the example given(see
Figure 5.4), there are three requests + to +j ,  to  and  to  . A circle in the
solution can only be avoided by multiplying an arc of the circle, thus increasing
the cost of the solution.
5.4 Star Hub Problem
The

-DP is a combinatorial formulation of reload problems. It models general
routing and reloading strategies. Thus, it must be »¼ -complete because of the
routing aspect alone. Therefore, we have derived a problem that does not have a
routing aspect and concentrates on the decision whether to reload a given request.
In addition, it is often not viable to reload a request arbitrarily, e.g. a company
might allow a request to be reloaded only once.
The model derived for this setting is called ` -Star Hub Problem. Here, a very
simple setting is assumed (see Figure 5.5). A set of requests is given, that now
p
n
dn
d2
p2
p1
d1
u v
Figure 5.3: A bunch.
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1
2
31’
2’
3’
Figure 5.4: A solution for a GDSNP with a circle that cannot be avoided by mul-
tiplying nodes.
Suppliers 
Factories
Consolidation Centers
Figure 5.5: The setting of the ` -SHP.
can have common stops for pickup or delivery, and ` hubs, where reload actions
can take place. Each request can either be delivered directly, incurring a given
fee, or it can be taken to a hub and then carried on to the delivery stop. In the
latter case, a link between the pickup stop and the hub and also a link between
the hub and the delivery stop has to be paid for. If a link has been established
between a stop and a hub, all requests that have this stop in common can use it as
well without additional cost. This can also be interpreted as an special case of the
RPDP, where tours can consist of at most two arcs. Either they transport only one
request directly or they connect one of the hubs to one pickup and/or one delivery
stop.
Problem 5.20 ( ` -Star Hub Problem).
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Instance Given a graph , ﬁ -/.102	 , a non-negative integer weight function
xMØy"T0æ  

on the edges and ` non-negative integer weight func-
tions on the vertices xÕ­·.&&jj.DxM¹"/-   

. We will say -  -
satisfies an edge G ﬁ S:C.D<E	 if 9;:C.D<ú>@-@ .
Question Find a set of edges Jæ40 and ` subsets of the vertices -©­®.j&&®.·-?¹y
- such that for all G ﬁ B:C.D<E	ﬃÐ0 either G^ﬃZJ or some -h³ satisfies
G , and
Ú
Ó
%+T
xMØ;_G;	C¨
¹
Ú
³U2­
Ú

%&.V
xU³ S<E	
is minimized.
In this problem, each edge corresponds to a request with an associated trans-
portation cost. The weights on the nodes in the graph can be seen as the cost
of edges connecting the node to one of ` hubs. A solution determines for each
edge G ﬁ S:C.D<E	 whether its associated request is transported directly ( GNﬃ¤J ) or
via a hub ( 9;:C.D<ú>8-h³ ).
5.4.1 Hardness of the W -SHP
It will be demonstrated that the ` -SHP is solvable in polynomial time if there are
at most two cost functions, but »¼ -complete for `X&4 .
The latter statement follows from a result due to Dahlhaus, Johnson, Papadim-
itriou, Seymour and Yannakakis [10]. This was pointed out by Gerhard Woeg-
inger. Dahlhaus et al. showed the following problem, a generalization of the
Min-Cut Problem, to be »¼ -complete for fixed `X&4 :
Problem 5.21 (Multiterminal Cut Problem – MCP).
Instance Given a graph -/.102	 , a set  ﬁ 97­·.&j&j.F&¹;>H- of terminals and
a positive weight function x"0t£ø on the edges.
Question Find a minimum weight set of edges 0@CY0 , such that -/.10LÙ0@R	
has ` components, each containing exactly one terminal.
The hardness proof for the MCP is quite elaborate, while giving a reduction from
MCP for the ` -SHP is straightforward.
Theorem 5.22. The  -Star Hub Problem is »¼ -complete. [53]
Proof. Let QYI.DJ8	 ,  ﬁ 97­·.F&5&.F&÷j>VZY , xÁ"ﬀJê ø be an instance of MCP
with three terminals. Y ﬁ 9(©­·.&&jj.=(ú¸>
The idea is the following: Each vertex set of a solution of the  -SHP translates
into one component of a solution of MCP. Each vertex is assigned to exactly one
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vertex set and each vertex set contains exactly one terminal. This is ensured by
adding a leaf to each vertex of QYw.1J)	 and appropriate cost functions.
Let [¥" ﬁ 9;:ú³ªP (ú³ﬃ\YZ> be a copy of Y and put -ý" ﬁ Yê!][ . Also, let ç " ﬁ
9ES(ú³ñ.=:?³Û	;P (ú³ﬃ^YZ> the leaves, then 0þ" ﬁ J[!Iç . Together, this defines the graph
of the instance _-
.D02	 .
Let î " ﬁ ÒLÓ
%jÝ
xWBG;	¨ß+ and _þ" ﬁ Pí-sP î . The weight function on the edges
G)ﬃA0 then is:
xMØ;BG;	
ﬁa`
xWBG;	 if G@ﬃVJ
_A¨î]¨+ if G@ﬃVç
The weight functions xÕ­®.=xM5j.DxM÷ on the vertices <vﬃV- are given as follows:
xU³B<E	
ﬁ
ò
ô
õ
î if <rﬃÌQYéÙ
	©!V9&³_>
_I¨Fî¨4+ if <rﬃAwÙd9&³_>
Ã if <rﬃ6[
We claim that the MCP instance has a solution of cost not exceeding º , if and
only if our  -SHP instance has a solution of cost not exceeding _w¨º .
Suppose, there is a solution of MCP. This solution defines a partition of Y into
three components. Each of these components, along with their adjoint leaf nodes,
defines one of -©­1.·-?5j.·-?÷ . Obviously, this gives a solution of desired cost.
On the other hand, let -­·.·-ú5&.·-ú÷ be the vertex sets of a solution of the 3-SHP.
We assume wlog. º ±£î . Since all edges in ç must be covered, we have
Y ß-­É!V-?5
!V-ú÷ . No node in Y can be in more than one node set and &³ﬃ-h³
( ¯ ﬁ +Ł.1E.1 ). Thus, we have a partition of Y and the cost of -­·.·-ú5&.·-ú÷ combined is
_ . The edges not satisfied by one of -©­1.·-?5j.·-?÷ define a multi-terminal cut of cost
no more than º .
Trivially, the above theorem implies hardness of the ` -SHP with `9& , but the
reduction is from a little known problem with a complicated NPC-proof. Unfortu-
nately, we have not been able to find a direct reduction for the  -SHP from a well
known problem. Our best proof of this kind shows the b -SHP to be hard:
Theorem 5.23. The b -Star Hub Problem is »[¼ -complete.
Proof. The proof is by reduction from 3-SAT [17]. Let º ﬁ 9&­·.&j&j.11¸> be the
set of clauses and <­®.&j&j.D<;¿ the variables of an instance of 3-SAT. Fix an arbitrary
numbering of the literals in each clause.
We construct an instance of b -SHP that has a solution of cost strictly less than
î¢"
ﬁ
+
<
ÀN^¨4+
<

5
¨4+
<
^¨+ if and only if the 3-SAT instance is satisfiable.
The graph has the following vertices: For each variable <j¾ define
-¾
ﬁ
97ö¾&>M!O9c
V
¾
.=ÑOc
V
¾
.Fdec
V
¾
P;<j¾dﬃI·³ or $<j¾ﬃA·³ñ.1·³CﬃIº>.
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for each clause add a vertex 1³ . Thus, the set of vertices is
-
ﬁ
º!
ß
­¶7¾·¶¿
-¾
To simplify notation later on, put
-

V
ﬁ
9Ñ c
V
¾
P;<j¾ÕﬃV1³>U!V9d c
V
¾
P$<j¾dﬃA1³>
For the variable switch, a star with an additional split at each point is used (see
Figure 5.6):
0Of
ﬁ
9Eö¾.F c
V
¾
	·.;: c
V
¾
.=Ñ c
V
¾
	·.;: c
V
¾
.Fd c
V
¾
	P<j¾ﬃA·³ or $<¡¾dﬃA·³.11³CﬃVº>
and for satisfaction testing, for any clause 1³ a star with three points
0

V
ﬁ
9ES<.D·³Û	ÕP;<rﬃV-

Vñ>
The edge set of the graph 0 then is
0
ﬁ
ß
­¶³o¶
0

Vh!
ß
­¶7¾·¶¿
0Of;
For the cost function on the edges, let G ﬁ S:C.D<E	ﬃA0 and put
xMØ_G;	
ﬁ
ò
ô
õ
î if : ﬁ ö¾ or < ﬁ ö¾
î if : ﬁ 1³ or < ﬁ 1³
 otherwise.
Now, the five cost functions on the nodes are defined. The first two cost functions
are used to decide the truth setting of the variables. Let <HﬃA- .
xÕ­¡S<E	
ﬁ
ò
ô
õ
+
<
 if < ﬁ ö¾
+ if < ﬁ >c V
¾
or < ﬁ dec
V
¾
î otherwise.
xM5B<E	
ﬁ
ò
ô
õ
+
<
 if < ﬁ ö¾
+ if < ﬁ c V
¾
or < ﬁ ÑOc
V
¾
î otherwise.
The other three cost functions are used for satisfaction testing. For ÂﬃL9+.·E.1E>
put
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c3
h1
s1
c4
s1
c1
s1
c2
c5s1
s1
c6
c3s1
c61t
c61f
c11t
c11f
c21t
c51f
c51t
c41f
c41t
c31f
c31t
c21f
Figure 5.6: The star for variable + and its connection to the clause vertex ®÷ .
x
ÇÎ
5;B<E	
ﬁ
òó
ó
ô
ó
óõ
+
<
 if < ﬁ 1³
+ if <vﬃV- c V
¾
+ if < ﬁ c V
¾
and <¡¾ is the Â th literal in 1³
î otherwise.
Now, assume that there is a truth setting ~ that satisfies the instance of 3-SAT. Let
-­
ﬁ
97ö¾.Fc
V
¾
.Fdec
V
¾
P;<j¾ is true in ~>.
-ú5
ﬁ
97ö¾.Fc
V
¾
.=ÑOc
V
¾
P7<¡¾ is false in ~@>
Then, let
dA"h9&­·.&j&j.11¸>y 9+Ł.·E.DE>
chose the position of a satisfied literal in each clause and put for ÂÉﬃÐ9+Ł.·E.DE>
-
ÇÎ
5
ﬁ
ß
g
Í
c
VoÏh2
Ç
-

Vú!V91³>U!O9c
V
¾
P;<¡¾ is the Â th literal in 1³ñ>7	·
Edges that are not covered by -­®.&&jj.·-ji are collected in J . Note that the total
cost of the vertex sets -©­ and -?5 is + < Àü¨kA . The cost of the sets -?÷ , -l and -ji
amounts to $È+
<
s¨¨+;	 . Now, each edge with cost î and half of the edges
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with cost  are covered by either -­ or -ú5 . Additionally, for each clause there is
exactly one wedge ´ÑOc V
¾
. >c
V
¾
. dec
V
¾
	 , such that one edge of cost  , that is not covered
by -­ or -ú5 , is covered by - g Íà³uÏ

5 . This leaves 7 edges of cost  in J , giving the
desired cost.
Now, let JM.·-­·.&j&j.·-ji be a solution of cost less than î . Clearly, all edges of cost
î must be covered, but none of the vertices ö¾ or ·³ can be in more than one of
-­·.&j&j.·-ji . Thus, for each <j¾ ,
97ö¾;>U!V9c
V
¾
P;<¡¾dﬃA1³m$<j¾dﬃI·³_> -­ or
97ö¾;>U!V9c
V
¾
P;<¡¾dﬃA1³m$<j¾dﬃI·³_> -ú5
and for each 1³ , there is exactly one ÂÉﬃZ9+Ł.1E.1E> such that
-
c
VT!O91³>)L-
ÇÎ
5&
This latter condition defines a map
RH"T9­®.j&&®.1·¸> 9+Ł.·¸.1E>
This leaves  wedges SÑ c V
¾
.F
c
V
¾
.Fd
c
V
¾
	 to be covered. Note that for each wedge  c V
¾
is in one of -­ or -?5 and either Ñ c V
¾
or d c
V
¾
are in one of -?÷ , -l or -ji . Thus, if <¡¾ is
not the RB·³Û	 th variable in 1³ , the wedge is clearly served cheapest at an extra cost
of three. The  wedges SÑ c V
¾
.F
c
V
¾
.Fd
c
V
¾
	 where <j¾ is the RB·³Û	 th variable in ·³ incur an
extra cost of at least  each. We already have a fixed cost of + < ÀN@¨O@¨F+ <  5 ¨
7N¨ú6	 , thus each of these wedges must be settled for a cost of exactly two.
This is only possible if ö¾vﬃﬂ-©­ and <j¾ is true in 1³ or ö¾Hﬃ¤-?5 and <j¾ is false in
1³ .
Note that this even proves a slightly stronger result, namely that the b -SHP is
»¼ -complete even if the given graph is bipartite.
v
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e 2
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e 3
e 4
e 5
v
1
v 4v 3
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e 1 e 2 e 3 e 5 e 6e 4
Figure 5.7: Subdividing the edges in the + -SHP yields a vertex cover problem.
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Figure 5.8: The network for a  -SHP with underlying graph as in Figure 5.8 with
two cost functions.
5.4.2 Tractability of the n -SHP
Now, it shall be shown that the problem is polynomially solvable if `Z§ . The
+ -SHP is seen to be a bipartite vertex cover problem by subdividing all edges
(see Figure 5.7). While the vertex cover problem is »¼ -complete on general
graphs [17], the dual of a bipartite weighted vertex cover problem is a bipartite
p -matching problem (e.g. [1]). To solve this kind of problem, it can be modeled
it as a network flow problem. By max flow – min cut duality a weighted vertex
cover then corresponds to a minimum cut in this network.
Following this idea, a network is constructed which can be used to solve the
problem in the case  ﬁ  . Let - and -y  be two isomorphic copies of -
and 0 and 0  two copies of 0 . Let the node set of our network be a ﬁ
-!w-@ 7!w0@7!w0 !V9Ł.=Ñ1> , where  and Ñ are the source and sink node resp.
Put c 

ﬁ
9E:Ł.D<

	2P¸<

ﬃ -

> , c

 
ﬁ
9EB<
 
.ªÑª	)PE<
 
ﬃF-
 
> , c
Ý
ﬁ
!
Ó
f·%jÝ_G

¾
.1G
 
¾
	 .
For each G ﬁ 9;:C.D<ú>8ﬃI0 put cÓ ﬁ 9EB:úÛ.DGjR	®.B<Û.1Gju	·> and c Ó ﬁ 9E_Gj o.D:ú R	·.;_Gj o.D< R	1> .
Then let the arc set of the network be (see Figure 5.8)
c
ﬁ
c


!
ß
Ó
%jÝ
c

Ó
!c
Ý

!
ß
Ó
%jÝ
c
 
Ó
!c

 

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The capacity  of these arcs is defined by the following function:
7_¬¸	
ﬁ
òó
ó
ô
ó
óõ
xÕ­¡B<E	 if ¬ ﬁ Ł.D<  	UﬃIc 

xMØ;_G;	 if ¬ ﬁ BGjÛ.1Gj R	UﬃIc Ý
xM5;B<E	 if ¬ ﬁ S< Û.=Ñª	ﬃwc 
 
o else
For this network a minimum cut corresponds to an optimum solution for the  -
SHP, as described in the following:
Clearly a minimum cut cannot contain an arc of unlimited capacity. Then for each
arc ¬ ﬁ BG 
¾
.1G  
¾
	 with G1¾ ﬁ B:C.D<E	 either ¬ or B:   .=Ñª	 as well as S<   .=Ñª	 or :Ł.D:  	 as
well as Ł.D<  	 must be cut. Thus a min-cut corresponds to a feasible solution of
the  -SHP.
On the other hand a solution JM.·-­·.·-ú5 of the  -SHP defines an arc set
º
ﬁ
ß
Ó
%+T
_G

.DG
 
	6!
ß

%&
B
:Ł.D<

	6!
ß

%&
D
B<
 
.ªÑª	
For any edge G1¾ ﬁ S:ﬀ.=<T	 we must have either G1¾ÕﬃAJ , 9;:ﬀ.=<?>@-­ or 9;:ﬀ.=<?>)-ú5 .
Any directed path from  to Ñ passes exactly one arc BG 
¾
.1G
 
¾
	 with G ﬁ S:C.D<E	 and
one of 9;:úo.=<µ> and one of 9;:ú Û.D< µ> , thus is cut by º .
Remark 5.24. Note that this method can be generalized to any pair of hyper-graphs
with a bijection on their edge sets.
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Part II
Applications
47
49
In Chapter 3, it has been demonstrated that adding or subtracting even a single
constraint can make a great difference in the practical solvability of a routing
problem. Furthermore, even real world sized instances of relatively simple prob-
lems like the CVRP can not be solved to optimality within acceptable running
times. In addition, in most applications special circumstances must be taken into
account that have an impact on problem formulation and algorithms. Therefore,
it has been proposed to use expert systems to decide on the appropriate algorithm
for a given problem [11, 41], but these systems are not yet usable. Thus, solving
routing problems should maybe considered a craftsmanship rather than a science.
In this part, we will show how to develop the basic model for reload problems into
one that is suitable for applications. We will add a depot, capacity constraints and
time windows, the constraints we have already described in Chapter 3 for classic
routing problems. For the new model, a local search algorithm will be proposed.
This algorithm has been implemented and tested on real world data.
Chapter 6
A Model for Applications
The first part of this thesis focuses on the differences between classic routing prob-
lems and reload problems. In the remaining chapters, a heuristic to solve reload
problems will be presented. Since we intend to build on existing algorithms for
routing problems, our model will now be modified to emphasize the similarities
between reload problems and classic routing problems.
Besides, additional constraints have to be taken into account to make the RPDP
applicable for real world problems. Usually, each application has its own set of
constraints. These can be very easy to state, e.g. tour length restrictions, or very
complicated, like the German regulations on driver breaks. Thus, to make it plau-
sible that our model can indeed be adapted for applications, the most commonly
encountered constraints will be added.
6.1 Planning the Reloads
In the RPDP, we used a path for each request to determine how it should be routed.
Now, these paths will be incorporated in the model in a different way. Assume
that there is a feasible solution for an RPDP consisting of tours ~ , time stamps
á and paths for the requests _Â  	  %  . Let è¤ﬃæë be a request, Â  its associated
path and _¬Ł³S	D­¶³o¶p the corresponding sequence of arcs. Since the tours in ~ are
node-disjoint, each arc in !$ÔÛ%®ÜcW´Ñª	 can be associated with exactly one tour, while
the arcs in c  do not belong to any tour. Thus, the following situation arises:
Â

ﬁ
B¬T­®.q>q>q©.1¬Ł³
B

­
r s+t u
v
Ôwf
B
.
%

	
x
tu+rs
¬Ł³
B
.1¬Ł³
B

­®.q>q>q.1¬Ł³
D

­
r s+t u
v
Ôwf
D
.
%

	
x
tu+rs
¬Ł³
D
.+q>q>q©.
%

	
x
tu+rs
¬Ł³Uy8.1¬Ł³Uy

­·.q>q>q=¬ﬂp
r s+t u
v
Ôwf
y
,
B
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Since the arcs in c  are of the form _ö


.·ö


	 , the sequence of vertices visited by
Â
 looks like this:
Â

ﬁ

Æ
.q>q>q.·ö 
­

.·ö 
­

.+q>q>q©.·ö 
5

.·ö 
5

.q>q>q6.·ö 
¹

.·ö 
¹

.+q>q>q©.1×¸	
Therefore, the following is true:

Æ
.·öú
­

	®.ö
­

.·öú
5

	®.;_ö
5

.q>q>q1	zq>q>qj{q>q>q6.1ö?
¹

	·.;ö
¹

.1×¸	
ß
ÔÛ%¡Ü
lDz=i{h|
´Ñª	
Thus, the request  Æ .1×¸	 can be interpreted as having been subdivided into smaller
requests each served by a single tour. This motivates the following definition:
Definition 6.1. Let -/.Dcy	 be a routing graph and ët4«ﬂeWç a set of transporta-
tion requests.
The set of admissible requests ë â}| ¿ is defined as follows
ë
â{|
¿
"
ﬁ
ë!Z_«ßeAû

	6!Ð_û

eAû

	6!Ð_û

eAçr	®
~
ëtë
â{|
¿ is called a transportation plan for ë if
Öè2ﬃAëß" è2ﬃ
l=zDi{T|

~
ë!Qc


	®
Now, the RPDP can be reformulated as the problem to determine a transportation
plan and then to solve a PDP for this transportation plan, observing precedence
constraints at the hubs:
Problem 6.2.
Instance Given a routing graph a ﬁ _«ß!Fçþ! û.=cy	 , a nonnegative cost
function 

"cé  

on the arcs of , and a set of transportation
requests ët4«æeAç .
Question Find a transportation plan
~
ë for ë and a set of paths ~ in a , such
that
Ú
ÔÛ%¡Ü
Ú
â
%

ÍÎÔÞÏ


_¬¸	 is minimized.
c

*
ß
ÔÛ%¡Ü
cW´Ñª	
ﬁ (6.1)
Ö<rﬃV-æ" \7

Ü
B<E	§+ (6.2)
Ö<rﬃV-æ" \


Ü
B<E	§+ (6.3)
~
ëY
ß
ÔÛ%¡Ü
lDzDi7{h|
´Ñª	 (6.4)
ß
ÔÛ%®Ü
cW´Ñª	6!c

contains no cycle. (6.5)
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(6.1) is a technical constraint to assure that tours must adhere to the transportation
plan. (6.2) and (6.3) enforce node-disjointness of the tours. (6.4) is similar to the
definition of the PDP. (6.5) avoids deadlocks. As discussed in Section 5.1, this
constraint is equivalent to the introduction of time stamps.
To this model, we now add a depot, capacity and (slightly generalized) time win-
dow constraints, similar to those for the problems in Chapter 3.
6.2 Tour Constraints
In order to make the changes induced by reloads stand out more clearly, our basic
formulation is far too liberal in the definition of feasible tours. The most im-
portant restrictions have already been presented in the CVRP and the VRPTW:
restrictions on where tours must start or end (depots), on how much can be carried
by a vehicle (capacity), and on when customers need to be served (time windows).
These restrictions will now be added to the model.
6.2.1 Vehicle Depots
For the basic model it was assumed that tours can start and end at arbitrary ver-
tices. In applications, the means of transportation are usually based at a certain
point of the network, the depot. If ferrying costs between the first resp. last cus-
tomer and the depot cannot be neglected, this must be reflected in the model.
We will only include the simplest constraints of this kind, where all tours have to
start and end at one specified depot vertex ×Ø . In order to do this, tours are changed
into circuits instead of paths, a vertex ×Ø is added to the network and each tour has
to visit this vertex:
ÖÑMﬃ~" ×ØﬃV-vSÑª	· (6.6)
This constraint can be extended if there is more than one depot available. These
problems are called Multi-Depot Problems. In this case the network must be ex-
tended by several depot vertices. Many variations of this constraint have been
considered in the literature, e.g. all tours may have to return to their starting ver-
tex or can start and end at any depot, there may be vehicle capacities on the depots
etc. [14, 43].
Obviously, if tours are circuits, a solution cannot be acyclic any more. In our
model this could remedied by replacing (6.5) by
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ÔÛ%®Ü
cW´Ñª	6!c

Ù\E_×Ø·	 contains no cycle.
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Instead, (6.5) will become obsolete, because time windows are introduced in the
next section.
6.2.2 Time Window Constraints
As in the VRPTW, we intend to allow visits to customers only at certain times.
This may be due to business hours, personnel available at the customer, time crit-
ical goods or – on the provider side – service levels that must be observed, e.g.
when customers are used to being served at a certain time.
Here, a slightly more general description of time windows is given than in Chap-
ter 3. There, travel times were equal to travel distances and each customer was
equipped with a single interval.
Instead, we assume that the problem instance provides for each arc ¬vﬃIc a travel
time  Ü B¬E	rﬃ 

. It represents the amount of time to get from one location to
another, and also for each client (and possibly hub vertex <ﬃ - ) a time window
Ñ xWB<E	ø . In the new formulation this can be an arbitrary set.
As described before, a solution must equip each vertex <Ðﬃ4- with a time label
áCB<E	ﬃ8 , such that
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Ö<rﬃV-æ" á6B<E	UﬃwÑ xWS<T	 (6.8)
(6.7) is the re-introduction of feasibility constraints for the time stamps in the
RPDP. They now have two meanings. On the one hand, they ensure that the travel
times are taken into account, on the other hand, they ensure that goods have arrived
at a hub before they are carried on. (6.8) demands that each customer is served
during his time window.
Often a certain amount of service time is required at each customer. This can be
incorporated into the time cost matrix  Ü , so it does not alter the model. Time
windows may also be present at the vehicle depot. This is essentially a restriction
on the maximum tour length.
6.2.3 Capacity Constraints
Just as in the CVRP, there can be limitations on the size of goods a tour can carry.
Often, there is more than only one measure of capacity present (e.g. both weight
and volume). Therefore, to keep the discussion as general as possible, we will only
assume that sizes of goods and truck capacities are given as positive elements of
 

.
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For each transportation request è a weight ÃF±þxWSèŁ	rﬃY   is given and also a
maximum capacity Ã±üºﬃ   for the trucks. ( ± for a vector means that ± in
each component.) This capacity denotes the maximum load that can be carried
on any tour. Capacity constraints will be incorporated into the model by adding a
network flow.
Let
~
ë be a transportation plan for the RPDP. Then define the supply and demand
of the flow
x8
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Ã else.
A flow function dË"¸c    is now added to the solution that must adhere to the
following constraints:
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(6.10)
(6.9) are the flow constraints, (6.10) bound the capacity on the arcs. In this prob-
lem formulation it is assumed that the vehicle routes are determined after a trans-
portation plan has been fixed.
6.3 Excursion: An Alternative Problem
Greenwald and Dean [24] examine a transportation problem with reloads of a
bus company. This company has realized that although their main business is
passenger transportation, the cargo area of their busses is unused and wants to
start a package delivery business on the side.
This results in a problem with fixed tours and requests with fixed time windows, as
to their pickup and delivery. Whenever busses meet in the network, packages can
be reloaded. In our terms, this is a problem where the tours are fixed beforehand
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and a feasible transportation plan for the requests has to be determined, taking
into account capacity and time window constraints.
Greenwald and Dean show that the problem to decide whether the time constraints
can be met is »¼ -complete and apply randomized rounding to find an approxi-
mation algorithm.
6.4 Further Constraints
In most logistic systems the size and composition of the vehicle fleet (along with
its operators) is the central cost factor. It often exceeds the variable operational
cost by several orders of magnitude. In this respect our basic model is too simple,
since it assumes only one kind of vehicle that is available to a sufficient number.
Unfortunately, a vehicle fleet usually is not homogeneous, but instead composed
of different kinds of vehicles with differing capacity and speed.
While the three constraint types introduced are very common, fleet composition
constraints can have many different forms and a great impact on the applicability
and behavior of different algorithms [19, 23]. Therefore, such constraints will not
be considered in our algorithms.
6.5 Cost Functions
We treat the RPDP as a minimization problem. In the basic problem formulation,
only travel cost on the network has been considered. In a real world application
this will not be sufficient. Even though we will not alter our model to include
additional cost factors, we will quickly discuss several of the more important cost
factors and how they can be added to the model.
6.5.1 Fixed Cost
In general, vehicle costs cause the major part of the fixed costs. Possibly driver
costs add to this if drivers are employed by the transportation company. Vehicle
costs restrict the number of available tours. Since fleet size is a dominating cost
factor, the consideration of computer-aided logistic planning is often driven by the
wish to make vehicles dispensable.
This could be added to our model by charging for the number of vehicles used.
Especially in conjunction with fleet mix constraints, these constraints can get ex-
tremely complex.
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6.5.2 Operational Cost
Operational costs are associated with the actions scheduled in a tour plan. We
consider two kinds in our model:
Travel Cost consists of the cost of the vehicle (usually cost per distance) and
(possibly) the cost of the driver who is paid per working time. The cost
for the distance traveled is already incorporated into the model. The time
needed for a tour can differ significantly from the distance if time windows
have to be taken into account, since they can cause waiting times until a
time window at a destination starts. The time based cost can be determined
be inspecting the first and last time label for each tour.
Handling Cost Another kind of operational costs is handling cost. In the PDP,
this cost has no influence on the optimization problem, since all the trans-
portation requests must be satisfied and therefore the handling costs are the
same in any feasible solution. For the RPDP, however, this changes, since
handling costs are incurred by each reloading activity at a hub. In this case,
the handling costs can be added to the edges of the routing graph ending in
a reload hub, thus inducing no change in the structure of the optimization
problem.
Depending on the application, the costs and their structure can vary considerably,
e.g. travel cost could be influenced by additional labor cost during the night shift.
Moreover, additional features of the problem often have to be taken into account.
For example, constraints are sometimes “soft” in the sense that they can be vio-
lated to a certain degree. This can also be modeled in the cost function [22, 47].
6.6 The New Model
Before discussing our search strategies in detail, it should be made clear exactly
what problem we will be referring to. Thus, the RPDP with time windows and
capacity constraints is stated here:
Problem 6.3 (“CRPDPTW”).
Instance Given a routing graph a ﬁ B«Ë!Wç!WûQ.Dcy	 , a non-negative distance
cost function 

"cq  

on the arcs of , , a time cost function

Ü
"Ect  

and a time window function Ñ xæ"h-K 
BøM	 , a set of
transportation requests ëß4«4e^ç and a load function x"ë£ 

on the requests, º3ﬃA 

the capacity (ÖèvﬃVëß"dxWS<T	M§º ), a node
×ØﬃV- is designated as the depot.
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Question Find a transportation plan
~
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Chapter 7
Local Search for Reload
Problems
Ever try, ever fail – no matter.
Try again, fail again – fail better.
S. Beckett
The important question for applications is: How do we find a good solution to
our reload problems? In the last decades many algorithms have been developed
to solve routing problems. In this chapter, it will be discussed how local search
approaches can be adapted to solve reload problems. Appendix A presents an ap-
proach based on column generation. This approach has been especially developed
for a particular real world application. We will compare those results with the
local search heuristic in the next chapter.
First, an overview of local search algorithms for routing problems will be given.
Then, we discuss several issues arising when adapting local search for reload prob-
lems. In the last section of this chapter, a tabu search heuristic for reload problems
will be presented.
7.1 Introduction to Local Search
Local search algorithms for routing problems have been introduced as early as
1958 by Croes [9] and in 1965 by Lin [34]. Lin and Kernighan [35] later gen-
eralized the approach and many authors reported on its application to related
problems. Christofides and Eilon [8] and Russell [44] used local search for ba-
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sic VRPs, Psaraftis [42] adapted it for a routing problem with precedence con-
straints, the Single-Vehicle Dial-A-Ride Problem. Applications of local search
for PDPs can be found e.g. in [5] and [51]. Such algorithms are also popular for
applications, because the algorithms are simple to understand and program, easily
adaptable to varying problem constraints and produce good results, when properly
maintained.
Local search heuristics are improvement algorithms, i.e. they take a feasible tour
plan as input and try to improve it iteratively. For this process, they rely on the
notion of neighborhoods, a relation defined on the set of tour plans, that connects
tour plans that are in some sense “similar” to each other. The algorithm proceeds
by inspecting all neighbors of a given tour plan, the so called active solution,
then chooses one of them to be the next active solution. This is repeated, until a
predefined stop criterion is satisfied.
Thus, such an algorithm can be fully described by three aspects: definition of
the neighborhood relation, the selection rule choosing the next solution and the
stopping criteria. We will now examine each of these parts more closely:
Neighborhood The neighborhood relation has large impact on the running time
of the local search. A good neighborhood should exhibit several concurring prop-
erties: As an implementation in each step must inspect all neighbors of a given
solution, the construction of a neighborhood must be computationally cheap. In
addition, the node degrees in the graph defined by the relation should be as low
as possible, so not too many neighbors have to be inspected in each step. On the
other hand, the graph defined by the relation must be connected to ensure that
the algorithm has a chance of finding an optimum solution. Moreover, the path
connecting two solutions should be as short as possible.
The most commonly utilized neighborhoods are ` -exchanges. They were intro-
duced by Lin and Kernighan [35] for the TSP. The approach has been refined for
many other problems with additional constraints, e.g. [30, 45, 46]. ` -exchanges
are based on the representation of the tours as directed paths. Informally, from
these paths, ` -arcs are removed, giving `¨Ì+ pieces, that can be combined in new
ways. Since the number of exchanges to examine is a polynomial to the power of
` , usually ` is restricted.
Selection Rule and Stopping Criteria The selection rule determines, which
neighboring solution is actually chosen. The simplest rules are first improvement
and best improvement. An algorithm follows the first improvement rule if it selects
the first solution in the neighborhood with lower cost than the active solution. Best
improvement, on the other hand, will select the best solution in the neighborhood.
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The critical disadvantage of both rules is that the algorithm will terminate when
encountering a local minimum, i.e. a solution  such that all neighbors of 
have greater cost than  itself. Obviously, a local minimum will, in general, not
be a global optimum. After arrival at a local minimum, first improvement will
simply not find an acceptable neighbor, while best improvement will quickly start
to circle, i.e. after choosing the best neighboring solution it will most probably
return to the local minimum. Thus, arrival at the first encountered local minimum
is the most suitable stopping criterion for those rules.
To remedy these problems, a great number of selection rules and stopping criteria
have been proposed. The most successful ones among them are the so called meta-
heuristics. They usually employ a certain degree of randomness and sometimes
chose neighboring solutions with higher cost than the current one, hence they need
to make provisions to avoid circling by repeatedly choosing the same solutions.
A few of them shall be mentioned here:
Simulated Annealing [31] is based on a physical process in metallurgy. In each
step a neighbor of the active solution is chosen randomly. Whether this so-
lution is accepted to be the new active solution depends on the cost of the
two solutions and a Boltzmann distribution that changes with some tem-
perature parameter Ñ . One hopes to find a solution of minimum cost while
slowly decreasing Ñ to zero.
Simulated Trading [2] is inspired by a bidding process. Each tour acts as an
agent that offers to pay if another tour is willing to take an order. From the
offers to buy and sell customers, a bipartite graph is generated. An optimum
matching in this graph then corresponds to the transactions that are being
made.
Tabu Search [20] is generally understood as a method that chooses always the
best solution neighboring the active one, but avoids circling by employing a
tabu list of solutions that have recently been chosen and should not be used
again.
Each of these basic algorithms is usually combined with additional concepts -
partly stemming from artificial intelligence - like systematic violation and restora-
tion of feasibility, restructuring of the neighborhood and flexible memory [21].
Some theoretical results have been achieved concerning the limit distribution of
simulated annealing algorithms. It can be shown that simulated annealing will
produce suboptimal solutions with probability zero if the neighborhood satisfies
some special conditions and the temperature is lowered slowly enough (e.g. [13]).
Still, it seems difficult to adopt such results in practical applications [29].
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7.2 Adapting Local Search to Reload
Problems
We will now discuss how local search algorithms can be used to solve reload
problems. Since the selection rule and stopping criteria primarily depend on the
algorithm rather than on the type of problem, the main focus must be on the neigh-
borhoods. When presenting the algorithm in detail in the next section, we will
also propose some selection rules and stopping criteria, but these are usually best
finalized by testing the algorithms on actual application data.
In the preceding chapter, a model has been developed with the advantageous prop-
erty that once we have determined a transportation plan we can treat the resulting
problem as a PDP with additional precedence constraints. These additional con-
straints can be easily incorporated into the local search, as it only has to be checked
whether a neighboring solution satisfies these constraints.
Therefore, the remaining problem is to fix an initial transportation plan and find
a mechanism to adjust this transportation plan during the course of the search.
Obviously, a decision on the transportation plan has to be made before an ini-
tial solution is constructed, e.g. with one of the simplified models presented in
Chapter 5.
During the course of the improvement algorithm there are three alternative strate-
gies to change the transportation plan. It should be emphasized that adapting a
heuristic for an application is a craftsmanship much more than it is a science.
Thus, only some general hints will be given. The choice of the proper strategy
should always be guided by the actual application:
  Leave the transportation plan as it is. This means that the plan used in the
initial solution will also be used in the final solution. In this setting, almost
the same heuristics can be used that have been developed for PDPs. It only
has to be ensured that goods have arrived at a hub, before they are picked
up. This can be realized by proper update rules and use of time windows.
Still, this seems to be the least advantageous strategy. Especially, when
using the simple models from Chapter 5 it is likely that the additional con-
straints, that were relaxed to get an efficiently solvable problem, will make
a change of the plan profitable.
  Reconsider the transportation plan occasionally and keep it fixed in the
meantime. In the terms of local search this means switching between dif-
ferent neighborhoods. This approach allows to use classic neighborhoods
most of the time, when the reload strategy is not changed. If this is the
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case, a little more time can be invested to make a thorough calculation to
determine a new reload strategy. Again, the simple models from the earlier
chapters might be applied here. When no such reconsideration takes place,
local search strategies developed for classical PDPs can be applied.
Unfortunately, a change in the transportation plan may render a large part
of the active solution obsolete, since the served requests are not part of the
new plan anymore. The active solution could be adjusted by removing those
requests from the solution and adding the newly generated requests to the
tour plan.
This seemed to be an appealing strategy and it was tested with the instances
described in the following chapter. Unfortunately, the solutions generated
after such a reconsideration step were much worse than those already es-
tablished during the course of the algorithm. The algorithm was not able
to improve on previously found solutions this way. Still, this could be a
very promising strategy for parallel heuristics that work with several active
solutions at the same time. Further, there are heuristics that maintain a pop-
ulation of favorable known solutions and try to combine them into new ones.
A reconsideration step could very well be advantageous for such algorithms
or implicit in such a recombination attempt.
  Reconsider the transportation modes in each step. This demands the de-
velopment of a neighborhood structure that is specifically designed for the
intended purpose.
In this case, the neighborhood for each solution needs to contain not only
solutions with the same transportation plan, but also solutions with differing
plan. The best results were achieved with this strategy and a heuristic that
uses it will be presented in the next section.
Still, introducing more reloads into a transportation plan usually is disad-
vantageous for this solution, since it adds both fixed cost as well as the need
to visit yet another vertex. The search strategy works well together with re-
laxed capacity constraints and diversification steps that will be explained in
the next section. However, without these additions, it has only rarely been
possible to produce solutions that contain a lot of reloading actions.
7.3 An Algorithm
In this section a local search heuristic for the RPDP will be described. It has the
advantages of versatility and flexibility, because it can be adapted to many such
problems.
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Now, the three parts of the algorithm will be described. First, an initial transporta-
tion plan is chosen, then a feasible solution for this plan is constructed. Finally,
this solution is improved by local exchange steps. Pseudo code can be found in
Table 7.1.
Solve an appropriate ` -SHP
_^ create initial solution
while (improvement within the last è steps):
a find best admissible neighbor of _
if ( a feasible and of lower cost than _ ):
_9 a
insert a into tabu list
adjust diversification (if necessary)
adjust penalty for overloading (if necessary)
return _
Table 7.1: Application flow of the tabu search heuristic
7.3.1 Finding an Initial Load Plan
The first step of the heuristic is to establish an initial transportation plan for the
problem. The simplest way to do this, is to transport all the goods directly. Still,
it is desirable to start with a more sophisticated strategy.
In the test instances there are at most two hubs and each good can be reloaded
only once. Therefore, the ` -Star Hub Problem (for ` ﬁ +Ł.· ) can be used to make
a decision in the hope that it chooses some sensible sets of requests to be reloaded.
In general, the transportation plan can be more complex, then another method has
to be found. For example, an approximation algorithm for the SDP could be used
or only simple plans be allowed in the initial solution.
In this ` -SHP, each pickup and delivery stop is a vertex, and edge weights are
given by the distance between vertices. The vertex weights are determined by
each vertice’s distance to each hub. Since the capacity restrictions are omitted
in the model to guarantee efficient running times, this is an extremely inaccurate
model. The inaccuracy can be remedied by two approaches:
  In constructing the ` -SHP, the vertex weights are multiplied by a certain
factor. This factor is variable and allows to control the amount of reloading
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performed. In this way, different transportation plans for the initial solution
can be obtained.
  The transportation plan will be changed locally in the improvement step. At
this stage, the constraints that were relaxed for the ` -SHP, like capacity and
time constraints, can also be taken into consideration.
7.3.2 Construction of an Initial Solution
The result of the ` -SHP fixes the first transportation plan. A simple insertion
heuristic will now be applied, to create an initial solution.
This means, the request will be added to the solution sequentially. An empty tour
plan (only empty tours) is chosen to begin with. Now, in each step, each request is
inserted into each tour and then the cheapest feasible insertion among these shall
be chosen. This step is repeated until all requests have been inserted into the tour
plan.
To accommodate the precedence constraints among the requests, a request has
only been inserted after its predecessors have been inserted in our computational
tests.
Remark 7.1. Note that in general this strategy may not lead to a feasible solution.
In fact, when an instance features tight time windows, the transportation plan de-
termined by the ` -SHP may make construction of a feasible solution impossible.
In this case, one could try to reflect this in the cost functions of the ` -SHP. If every-
thing else fails, the improvement heuristic could also be started with an infeasible
solution and the infeasibility be penalized by the cost function.
7.3.3 Improvement-Heuristic
For VRP- and PDP-Problems, node- and arc-exchange neighborhoods have been
extensively studied. Extending them to test precedence constraints imposed by
the transportation plan will make them applicable to reload problems as well.
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 illustrate two very simple and widely used forms of arc ex-
changes. A number of arcs is removed from the solution and then the same number
of arcs is added to get a new tour plan. Since for a given ` the number of possible
exchanges is a polynomial of degree ` , one usually restricts to a small number
of ` or only performs certain kinds of exchanges, like the 2- and Or-exchanges
depicted. Note that the direction of the arcs may change in an exchange. Or-
exchanges are those  -exchanges where all arcs remaining in the solution keep
their original direction.
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Figure 7.1: A  -exchange
Figure 7.2: An Or-exchange
Unfortunately, not all of the possible exchanges produce feasible solutions. Thus,
for each exchange it must be tested whether it renders the tour plan infeasible and
the time labels at the vertices have to be updated. By applying preprocessing [50],
special updating mechanisms [50] and search strategies [46] several researchers
have been able to incorporate various side constraints for a given kind of exchange
with an acceptable or even without an increase in computational complexity. Still,
in the tests with more complex exchange neighborhoods most exchanges were
infeasible due to some constraint. Besides, a linear search seems to be the most
efficient test for the precedence constraints induced by the transportation plan.
In preliminary tests, general  - and  -edge-exchanges were implemented and
tested together with the taboo search approach. However, due to the high per-
centage of infeasible solutions and the computational cost associated with larger
neighborhoods, a very small neighborhood yielded best results.
Thus, to decrease computation time in each step, a very simple neighborhood is
used, which proved to be extremely powerful when combined with tabu search.
This neighborhood was extended to make small changes to the transportation plan.
In each step, one request is removed from the solution. Since in the test instances
there are at most three alternatives for each request (reload at one of the hubs
or direct haul), all possible reinsertions for a request are tested for each of the
strategies. This can gradually change the transportation plan.
This strategy is combined with a tabu search approach to avoid local optima. The
applied combination of features has already proved very successful for vehicle
routing problems with capacity and time window constraints [18]. The tabu search
elements of the heuristic are the following:
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Tabu list Each solution accepted in a step is saved in a so called tabu list for
several steps (between 20 to 100). As long as the solution is remembered
the algorithm will not accept this solution again. This feature is intended to
avoid “circling” of the algorithm.
Since saving and comparing complete solutions would take too much time,
we only save the cost of the solution as a hash value and reject any solution
of equal cost.
Overloading As another mean to escape from local minima, infeasible tour plans
are also accepted temporarily. In our case, the algorithm is allowed to vio-
late capacity constraints.
If a tour plan neighboring the current solution does not meet the capacity
constraints, the heuristic computes the exceeding load of the most over-
loaded tour. In addition, the heuristic keeps track of a factor  that deter-
mines the penalty for overloading. The exceeding load is multiplied by 
and then added to the solution cost.
Thus, infeasible tour plans can be accepted if they are better than all feasible
neighbors and the penalty is not too high. Now, to get a mix of feasible and
infeasible solutions,  is adjusted during the course of the algorithm. If no
feasible solution has been found for five steps,  is doubled. If all solutions
have been feasible for five steps,  is divided by two.
Intensification and Diversification In this case, this means that if an improving
solution could not be found for 20 steps, a randomly chosen set of vertices is
fixed (70 per cent of the vertices), i.e. they may not be moved in succeeding
steps of the heuristics.
By this, only a few allowed exchanges are left, and therefore the active
solution will in most cases change the arrangement of these requests in the
solution. After another twenty steps without improvement, another set of
vertices is fixed and so on. Finally, after five intensification rounds, all the
vertices are allowed to be moved again. In the tests, the algorithm often
suddenly found new solutions that greatly improve on the previously best
known solution after an intensification phase
Intensification is generally described as a feature to force a more thorough
exploration of a certain region of the search space, while diversification tries
to get the algorithm to investigate a different region of the search space [21].
Further, a slightly different explanation for the success of this feature can
be given. Since the neighborhood of our algorithm is so simple and the best
neighboring solution is always accepted, it can often find a few changes that
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independently only lead to a slight decrease in solution quality. In the inten-
sification phase, only a few movable requests are left, so these will be forced
into a completely different arrangement. When all possible exchanges are
available again, the algorithm will often find a new local minimum.
The algorithm terminates when the solution could not be improved for a certain
number of steps (500 to 1,000 in our tests).
Remark 7.2. 1. In the introduction of this chapter it was noted that an algo-
rithm should, at least in principle, be able to find a path from any initial
solution to the optimal solution.
The neighbourhood used in our algorithm has this feature, since in each step
each order can be removed from the tourplan and reinserted arbitrarily and
the number of tours is adjusted dynamically.
However, the diversification step drastically restricts the neighbourhood by
fixing a large number of orders. Also, the taboo search implementation
always choses the cheapest neighboring solution that is not forbidden, thus
it will always be drawn towards local minima. The diversification strategy
employed in our algorithm increases the chances of moving beyond such a
local optimum.
2. Among the meta-heuristics mentioned in Section 7.1 only tabu search was
implemented for our algorithmic tests. Also, tabu search seems to be the
meta-heuristic most commonly applied in vehicle routing applications. Test-
ing simulated annealing or simulated trading algorithms seems to be a in-
teresting topic for further research.
Chapter 8
Computational Tests
When you have reached the end of the road, then you can de-
cide whether to go to the left or to the right, to fire or to water.
But if you make that decision before you have even set foot
upon the road, it will take you nowhere – except to a bad end.
Peter Woodward in Crusade: Racing the Night
The local search algorithm was tested on a number of instances. Unfortunately,
currently there are no benchmarking instances with known optimal solutions avail-
able for Pickup and Delivery Problems.
Therefore, three sets of instances were used. One set consists of so called “geo-
metrical problems” where the customers have a special layout, so we can assume
what the optimal solution probably looks like. With these instances it can be esti-
mated, how well the improvement heuristic performs. Then, data from a German
car manufacturer were used. Currently, reloading is used in this application pro-
viding the opportunity to test the algorithm on real world data. The results were
compared with those obtained by ourselves and by a commercial vendor with col-
umn generation. Finally, some random instances with two consolidation centers
were generated.
8.1 Implementation
Starting from a given active solution, a local search heuristic must be able to
quickly evaluate a large number of neighboring candidate solutions. This is the
part of the heuristic that involves the largest computational effort.
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Since it would be too time-consuming to copy and modify the given solution to
generate a new candidate, a set of C++-classes was implemented to speed up the
process. The classes support the notion of tours and corrections on tours. A tour
plan can be represented in this system as one (relatively large) class that contains
a complete tour plan plus several (small) classes, representing changes made to
the plan. If a set of changes seems advantageous, they can be included in the
basic plan to form a new basic tour plan. In this way, the allocation of storage on
the heap and copying is minimized. Additionally, based on this system, different
search strategies could easily be implemented and tested.
The implementation was written in C++ and compiled using the GNU-g++-compiler
version 2.8.0. The running time was determined on an UltraSPARC2 processor at
300 MHz. The processes only used about 1.5 MByte of memory, so I/O-time was
negligible.
8.2 Test Instances and Results
In the following sections, the test instances and results of the tabu search heuristic
are presented. Since the initialization of the SHP seems to have great impact
on the quality of the results, several runs with differently initialized SHPs were
performed.
The cost functions for the SHP were determined in the following way: The cost of
an edge is the distance between pickup and delivery of the request. This number
was multiplied by the percentage of the truck capacity needed by the request. The
cost functions of the vertices are determined by the distance of the vertex to the
CC, multiplied by a factor between 0.1 and 0.4. Thus, the higher the factor for the
vertex cost, the more likely its incident edges will be in the solution and ultimately
the less reloads will take place. The results were compared with initial solutions,
where all requests were reloaded (all) and no request was reloaded (none). Addi-
tionally, to better judge the quality of the initial transportation plans generated by
the  -SHP, it was determined randomly (with a probability of one half) whether a
request should be reloaded in the initial solution (random).
We did five runs of the improvement heuristic on each of these initial solutions.
For the randomly initialized transportation plans, five different plans were gener-
ated.
The results are shown in two tables, the left one representing the best solutions
found in five runs, the right one the averages.
Type refers to the determination of the initial plan. Cost is the cost of the final
solution, Start the cost of the initial solution. Reloads denotes the number of
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reloaded requests in the final solution. Iterations is the number of steps of the
tabu search procedure, Time the approximate running time.
8.2.1 Geometrical Instances
To test the quality of the improvement heuristic, it was run on a set of test instances
of a very simple structure.
One half of the stops are pickup, the other half delivery stops. Thus, for a given

, we have Łt9.eF@:lﬂ and t9
$@. . In these instances, the stops
are placed on a circle around the central hub and depot. There is one request from
each pickup stop to each delivery stop or  . All requests are of the
same size and the size was chosen, so that all requests from or to one stop utilize
the complete capacity of one vehicle, i.e. for vehicle capacity  , each request has
a weight of S  . There are no time windows in these instances.
d 1
d3
d2p2
p3
p1
CC
Figure 8.1: Geometrical instance with 9 requests (dashed arrows) and conjectured
optimal solution (straight arrows)
We conjecture that the best solution of this problem would be to bring all requests
to the central hub first and then deliver them to their destinations. If  is the radius
of the circle and  the number of pickup or delivery stops resp., this would impose
a total tour length of   . Unfortunately, we were unable to find a proof of this
conjecture.
The distance from the hub to each customer was set to 100. Instance “circle  ”
contains  pickup or delivery locations respectively, yielding z requests. So,
for “circle  ” an optimal cost of   is expected. The best results are sometimes
below this value. This is due to rounding errors incurred by the integer coordinates
of the customer locations. These errors were not removed from the instances,
since the slightly varying distances remove degeneracy from the instances.
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Type Cost Start Reloads Iterations Time
circle 4
all 1600 1600 16 1000 9
none 1600 2137 16 1641 16
random 1600 2408 16 1361 13
circle 5
all 2001 2001 25 1000 20
none 2001 2666 25 2642 59
random 2001 3108 25 3009 65
circle 6
all 2376 2376 36 1000 50
random 2876 4264 35 2084 116
none 3208 3305 12 1046 62
circle 7
all 2776 2776 49 1000 87
random 3711 4892 47 1980 191
none 3909 3999 6 1010 109
Best results . . .
Type Cost Start Reloads Iterations Time
circle 4
all 1600 1600 16 1000 9
random 1600 2487 16 1608 15
none 1630 2137 16 1297 12
circle 3
all 2001 2001 25 1000 20
random 2025 3144 25 2120 46
none 2072 2666 25 2276 50
circle 5
all 2376 2376 36 1000 48
random 3170 4104 28 1556 88
none 3245 3305 2 1010 59
circle 7
all 2776 2776 49 1000 84
none 3909 3999 6 1010 114
random 3969 4617 35 1213 123
. . . and averages over five runs
Table 8.1: Results of tabu search on geometric instances
Results The results are shown in Table 8.1. The heuristic was terminated if
the best known solution was not improved for 1,000 iterations. We did not test
initialization with the SHP for these instances.
When all requests were reloaded in the initial transportation plan, the insertion
heuristic already found the conjectured optimum solution. It can also be seen that
both random and none found the optimum solution for instances with up to 25
requests or 5 per customer location.
This is a relatively good result, since a simple improvement strategy – that only
accepts a new solution if it is better than all previous ones – could not improve
the initial solution at all, when started with a transportation plan that contains no
reloads. In order to achieve best results, either all requests from or to one stop
have to follow the same strategy, i.e. all have to be reloaded or all have to be
transported directly. This means, the larger the instance, the harder it gets to find
the best reload plan.
For the larger instances, where neither none nor random find the optimum we see
that, while the best random solution is better than the none solution, on average
none performs better than random. This may indicate that a random decision
about the transportation plan will in general be disadvantageous.
8.2.2 Real World Instances
In our real world application, car parts have to be transported from several sup-
pliers to the plants where the cars are assembled. The data was taken from four
consecutive days. The results show that even in that short time frame, there is a
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Figure 8.2: Locations of the real world application
large variation, making the use of heuristics that decide about reloading worth-
while.
In the instances, there are three plants and about 40 suppliers. All suppliers are
within two driving hours from the (single) depot, where truck routes must begin
and end, while the plants are situated between four and seven hours away. Each
instance contains about 70 orders. This means that suppliers will produce goods
not only for one but several plants. The layout of the locations is shown in Figure
8.2. Suppliers are depicted as white circles, plants as gray ones and the hub is a
black circle.
Goods can be delivered either directly (called milk-run) or via a hub, which coin-
cides with the depot. This means that goods need to be reloaded at most once.
The time frame for delivery of the goods is two days. Each location and also each
order is equipped with time windows. Most locations are open from 7:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m., some for a few hours longer. The pickup time windows of the orders
state when they are ready for pickup, which is between 8:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.
on the first day. The time windows for the delivery of goods usually are open only
on the second day. If delivery shall be effected via the hub, the goods are taken
to the hub on the first day (pre-runs) and the main run (to the plant) is started on
the second day. In this application, currently each tour transports only one kind of
request. All requests scheduled for one tour must either be milk runs, pre-runs or
main runs.
Three cost factors have been taken into account: the travel distance, the total tour
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Type Cost Start Tours Reloads Time
Monday
random 15619 21408 13 28 1141
SHP (0.3) 15865 19850 13 29 1481
SHP (0.2) 15932 22524 14 39 1615
SHP (0.1) 16093 21837 14 43 964
none 16150 17705 11 7 247
all 16224 18849 15 62 538
SHP (0.4) 16352 20075 13 21 475
Tuesday
SHP (0.4) 13945 18977 9 0 305
SHP (0.1) 14016 20016 12 25 836
none 14291 15406 9 0 269
SHP (0.3) 15348 18863 12 22 838
SHP (0.2) 15822 21638 14 24 1293
random 16457 19491 16 42 1389
all 16833 17673 16 70 373
Wednesday
SHP (0.2) 16561 24816 13 19 487
none 16828 18122 11 3 169
random 17412 21915 13 30 883
SHP (0.3) 17433 22869 15 27 765
SHP (0.4) 17674 22041 11 0 192
SHP (0.1) 18106 27320 16 26 1065
all 18757 21064 18 63 494
Thursday
SHP (0.2) 13865 19338 12 27 670
all 14120 16264 14 36 1261
random 14253 17266 12 24 686
SHP (0.1) 14276 20592 13 44 1603
SHP (0.4) 14325 18557 11 13 412
none 14842 15706 9 0 226
SHP (0.3) 16028 19798 14 18 433
Best results . . .
Type Cost Start Tours Reloads Time
Monday
all 16224 18849 15 62 503
SHP (0.2) 16226 22524 14 41 983
SHP (0.3) 16250 19850 13 28 1052
none 16417 17705 11 4 190
SHP (0.4) 16496 20075 13 18 513
SHP (0.1) 16643 21837 15 44 1061
random 16716 21639 13 25 621
Tuesday
none 14578 15406 9 0 205
SHP (0.4) 14875 18977 10 2 262
SHP (0.1) 15286 20981 12 20 626
SHP (0.3) 15631 18863 12 21 640
all 16833 17673 16 70 320
SHP (0.2) 17022 21638 15 38 608
random 17069 19491 15 47 667
Wednesday
none 16828 18122 11 3 168
SHP (0.3) 17567 22869 15 24 498
SHP (0.2) 17774 24816 14 25 502
SHP (0.4) 18343 22041 12 0 212
random 18489 23378 14 26 684
all 18790 21064 18 63 465
SHP (0.1) 19364 27320 18 45 669
Thursday
SHP (0.2) 14412 19338 12 29 703
all 14588 16264 14 55 644
SHP (0.4) 14606 18557 11 11 446
random 14741 17811 12 24 689
none 15050 15706 9 0 180
SHP (0.1) 15511 20592 13 41 1026
SHP (0.3) 16232 19798 14 17 424
. . . and averages over five runs
Table 8.2: Results on real-world instances with “pure” tours
length and handling cost at the consolidation center with distance and tour length
having about equal weight and handling cost up to 15 % of the total cost if all
requests are reloaded.
Results Table 8.3 shows the results achieved by a commercial developer and the
column generation approach described in Appendix A. The commercial solutions
were obtained by using a column generation approach similar to ours. It should
be noted though, that all commercial solutions except for the “Tuesday” instances
commercial column generation
Instance Orders Cost Tours Reloads Cost Tours Reloads
Monday 72 14777 15 69 17226 17 71
Tuesday 70 15546 16 64 16003 15 70
Wednesday 73 17826 15 48 19749 20 73
Thursday 72 14651 14 52 15848 15 72
Table 8.3: Results with column generation
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Type Cost Start Tours Reloads Time
Monday
SHP (0.4) 13987 18003 11 19 384
SHP (0.1) 14517 18973 14 43 979
SHP (0.3) 14569 21188 12 32 581
random 14857 21729 11 16 777
SHP (0.2) 14865 21237 13 25 1255
all 15078 18849 14 36 1220
none 15930 17705 11 11 326
Tuesday
SHP (0.1) 13652 20570 10 7 544
SHP (0.3) 13796 19223 10 8 694
all 13902 17673 12 30 1698
SHP (0.4) 13975 18808 10 10 866
none 14056 15406 10 6 958
random 14480 19867 15 42 1505
SHP (0.2) 14723 19693 12 26 654
Wednesday
none 16005 18122 11 10 898
random 16054 22043 11 13 317
SHP (0.4) 16135 21508 13 18 1087
SHP (0.2) 16231 23135 13 26 1292
SHP (0.1) 16357 22932 14 25 818
all 16670 21064 15 37 814
SHP (0.3) 17097 23466 14 35 1717
Thursday
SHP (0.2) 12621 17569 12 26 1405
SHP (0.3) 12735 18489 10 9 1575
all 13003 16264 12 26 767
SHP (0.1) 13251 18063 13 40 1285
none 13544 15706 10 14 1207
SHP (0.4) 13722 17145 11 9 658
random 13963 19049 10 10 1128
Best results . . .
Type Cost Start Tours Reloads Time
Monday
SHP (0.1) 14628 18973 14 38 832
SHP (0.4) 14704 18003 11 17 490
SHP (0.3) 14773 21188 12 32 499
random 15401 20844 11 17 659
all 15510 18849 14 41 908
SHP (0.2) 15883 21237 13 31 1057
none 15957 17705 11 8 274
Tuesday
SHP (0.3) 13873 19223 10 12 959
SHP (0.1) 13977 19053 11 11 547
SHP (0.4) 14026 18808 10 11 693
all 14138 17673 13 30 1608
none 14185 15406 10 4 677
random 14887 19867 14 35 980
SHP (0.2) 15100 19693 14 34 718
Wednesday
none 16362 18122 11 6 577
random 16495 21654 12 21 584
SHP (0.1) 16555 22932 13 29 773
SHP (0.2) 16817 23135 14 31 1007
SHP (0.4) 17208 21508 12 11 759
all 17380 21064 16 45 622
SHP (0.3) 18038 23466 16 39 871
Thursday
SHP (0.2) 12687 17569 11 25 1174
SHP (0.3) 13001 18489 10 15 904
SHP (0.1) 13274 18063 13 35 1243
all 13339 16264 12 36 767
SHP (0.4) 13942 17145 10 6 614
none 14501 15706 9 4 607
random 14545 19330 11 11 564
. . . and averages over five runs
Table 8.4: Results on real-world instances with “mixed” tours
are infeasible due to time window violations. Both column generation approaches
need to work with dedicated pre-, milk- and main runs, while the tabu search
heuristic is able to generate tours that combine orders of different kinds.
Therefore, two different runs were performed. In one run, only “pure” tours that
handle only one sort of request were allowed. In the second run, tours could also
combine different kinds of requests. In the latter case, a tour often picks up some
goods that were already delivered to the CC and then picks up a few others on the
way to the plant. The corresponding results are shown in Tables 8.2 and 8.4.
As to be seen in the tables, running times lie between 5 and 20 minutes.
Tabu search was able to improve upon the column generation solutions in both
settings with pure tour and with mixed ones. The only exception represents the
first instance, where it was not possible to beat the commercial solution. This
solution, however, contains some severe time window violations. To support the
claim that this was the reason for the inferior performance of tabu search, the time
windows in this instance were relaxed and a test run of the tabu search on this
instance was performed. With this approach, much better results were obtained.
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Note that both column generation approaches produce solutions that contain few
milk runs, while the best tabu search solutions rarely reload more than half of the
requests. This can be attributed to the approximation of the costs of a main run
by the column generation algorithms, which is difficult if the main runs do not
contain full truck loads (see Appendix A).
8.2.3 Problems with two Hubs
Type Cost Start Rel. Iter. Time
random1
SHP (0.2) 13822 15364 12 1309 321
oneHub (none) 13869 14961 8 760 95
none 14016 14961 13 958 244
random 14142 20924 16 765 176
noHub 14330 14961 0 505 9
random2
none 13686 15568 3 644 122
random 13690 20904 5 900 155
SHP (0.3) 13712 15568 3 666 131
oneHub (all) 15407 23981 0 843 108
noHub 16086 17337 0 622 17
random3
SHP (0.2) 10902 13315 5 1823 349
oneHub (none) 10960 12892 3 1316 131
none 11583 12892 6 642 125
random 11559 18880 8 641 124
none noHub 11681 12892 0 620 12
Best results . . .
Type Cost Start Rel. Iter. Time
random1
oneHub (none) 14009 14961 6 674 81
SHP (0.2) 14113 15364 5 720 164
none 14146 14961 6 678 158
noHub 14330 14961 0 505 8
random 14507 21679 13 668 141
random2
none 13751 15568 1 568 105
SHP (0.3) 13756 15568 1 613 115
random 14168 22089 6 743 132
oneHub (none) 15963 17337 3 653 72
noHub 16169 17337 0 552 14
random3
none 11666 12892 6 621 118
noHub 11762 12892 0 585 11
SHP (0.2) 11248 13315 4 984 192
oneHub (none) 11504 12892 6 812 86
random 11936 19908 10 597 113
. . . and averages over five runs
Table 8.5: Results on random problems
Finally, a few tests were performed on instances with two hubs. Since real world
test instances for such problems have not been available, a set of test instances
was created. These consist of ten pickup and ten delivery stops, randomly placed
around a central depot. Then, 40 requests were randomly chosen between those
twenty vertices with demands varying between 10 % and 80 % of the truck capac-
ity. Finally, two hubs were randomly placed.
Results The computational results can be seen in Table 8.5. To compare the
performance, each hub was removed in turn from the instances as well as both
hubs were removed. From the two instances with only one hub, the better one is
stated in the table. Of the runs initialized by differently parameterized SHPs, only
the parameterizations yielding the best result are shown in the table.
Again, the performance of the differently initialized heuristics largely depends
on the instance, but the more hubs there are, the better the result. In addition,
these instances support the observation that reloading seems worthwhile only in
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special circumstances. Only a relatively small percentage of the requests is being
reloaded in the solutions.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
We have examined the differences introduced by reloading of goods in transporta-
tion problems and proposed a local search heuristic to solve such problems.
The possibility to reload and thus consolidate goods in an intermediate stop, a so
called hub, introduces several new aspects. Since a request is no longer bound
to a single tour, one has to be careful to identify the exact path a request takes to
avoid deadlocks. While there is a lot of literature on network design models for
strategic planning tasks, these models do not capture these new aspects occurring
in operational planning.
Therefore, we propose a fairly simple model focusing on the new aspects we have
identified. This model seems to be related rather more strongly to network design
problems than to classical routing problems. Our model can be viewed as an
intermediate problem between two Steiner problems, the Steiner Arborescence
Problem and the Generalized Directed Steiner Network Problem.
While the problem is ¡  -complete, it is solvable in polynomial time under ad-
ditional restrictions on the underlying graph if the number of requests is bounded
by a constant. Since the additional restrictions are natural for routing applications,
this seems to imply that the number of available reload hubs has no impact on the
complexity of the problem. A related problem, the Steiner Diagram Problem, is
approximable if we allow the addition of vertices in the underlying network.
In applications, it is difficult to make a decision which requests should be reloaded
and chose adequate hubs for each request. From the above, it is clear that such a
decision is hard in the general case of arbitrary reloads.
Focusing on situations where only very simple reload actions are possible, the
¢
-Star Hub Problem ( ¢ -SHP) was developed. In this problem, it is assumed that
a tour can visit only one customer location and the hub or deliver exactly one
request. Also, each request can only be reloaded once. This problem can be
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transformed into a min-cut problem if at most two hubs are available. Otherwise,
it is /  -complete.
If the sequence of hubs visited by a request is known, reload problems are very
similar to classical routing problems. In this case, only precedence constraints at
the hubs have to be observed to ensure that goods have arrived at the hub before
they are carried on. To make the new model resemble classical routing problems
more closely, so called transportation plans are introduced. In this model, a trans-
portation plan has to be fixed and then a PDP to be solved, while observing the
additional precedence constraints. To solve this problem only slight modifications
to existing heuristics for routing problems are necessary. Additionally, the orig-
inal problem is extended to include capacity and time window constraints, since
these are the most important restrictions in most routing applications.
To solve reload problems, a tabu search heuristic was developed that delivers
promising results both for some artificial instances as well as real world instances
from a German car manufacturer. Since the test instances admit only very simple
reload patterns, the ¢ -Star Hub Problem is a valuable tool to produce an initial
transportation plan for theses instances.
Appendix
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Appendix A
Column Generation for the RPDP
For the last 40 years, approaches to optimization problems based on linear pro-
gramming have been successful. This is due to a strong understanding of the un-
derlying theory and algorithms, like the simplex method, which is very efficient
in applications. For vehicle routing and pickup and delivery problems, especially
column generation methods have become successful in the recent years. On the
one hand, instances of real world size have become accessible to linear program-
ming based heuristics by this technique, on the other hand, its linear programming
roots provide the ability to compute a bound on solution quality.
Some issues arising when applying column generation techniques to reload prob-
lems will be described. First, the main ideas of column generation will be outlined
and it will be demonstrated how they are usually applied to vehicle routing. Then,
it will be discussed how this approach can be adapted to reload problems.
A.1 Basic Idea of Column Generation
Column Generation is a technique based on the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition of
linear programs. A short overview as found in [36] will be given. Consider the
following linear program:
min £$¤5¥
s.t. ¦§¥1¨ª© (A.1)
«
¥1¨ª (A.2)
¥1¨ª
£S.©>. and ¥ are vectors and ¦¬ « matrices of suitable dimension. Let us assume
for simplicity that ®­¯b9>¥±°
«
¥²¨³jK¥\¨³ is a polytope. Then any point of
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 can be written as a convex combination of  ’s vertices 9;<F++D<´@ . Thus, an
equivalent program can be derived:
min £$¤¶µ
´
· ¸U¹
¶º
¸
<
¸Q»
s.t. ¦¼µ
´
· ¸U¹
 º
¸
<
¸Q»
¨ª© (A.3)
´
· ¸U¹
¶º
¸
½ (A.4)
º
¨ª
In this program, called the master problem, constraints (A.2) are implicit in the
generation of the vertices. To solve this new program, we do not need to generate
all vertices of  at once, but only a small subset ¾ that contains a basis for ¦ . The
dual variables associated with the constraints of the master can then be used to
generate additional vertices of  that price out negatively and thus can be added
to ¾ . The generation of vertices of
«
is referred to as the subproblem.
If the original program is an  -  -integer program, then the master program will be
min £$¤¶µ
´
· ¸U¹
¶º
¸
<
¸Q»
s.t. ¦¼µ
´
· ¸U¹
¶º
¸
<
¸Q»
¨ª©
º
¸À¿
9
+Áﬂ
since any integer solution of the original program is a vertex of the relaxed poly-
gon.
A.2 Column Generation for Routing Problems
Common formulations of the PDP as a 0-1-Integer-Program as in [49] use vari-
ables to assign requests to tours and then for each tour sets of variables that indi-
cate which arc is used by a given tour. Then variables can be added that establish
additional constraints like time windows, capacities etc. Such formulations im-
pose a block angular structure on the matrix of the problem:
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Here each
«
¸
expresses constraints concerning only a single tour, while the ¦
¸
connect the tours by guaranteeing that each request is assigned to a tour.
By applying the above Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition to the «
¸
, we now get
¢
polyhedra 
¸
­¯ÏÎ>¥
¸
°
«
¸
¥
¸
¨Ð
¸
K¥
¸
¨ . Thus, vertices can be generated in-
dividually for each of these – relatively – small polytopes. If for the particular
problem the constraints on each tour are equal (identical vehicles), then the 
¸
are
isomorphic and it is sufficient to work with one of them.
Thus, the PDP has been characterized as an assignment problem [49]. This as-
signment problem can be stated as follows: Let Ñ be the set of admissible tours
for a given instance of the PDP (or VRP) with Ò requests ÎSF@$+ÓÔ . For each
tour Õ
¿
Ñ let Ö+× be the set of demands served by Õ and let £µQÕ
»
denote the cost of
tour Õ .
The problem can now be stated as a set covering problem:
Problem A.1.
Choose a subset Ø]Ù0Ñ , such that Ú
×ÜÛ
¤
Ö+×Â\ and Ý
×ÜÛÞ
£µQÕ
»
is minimized.
This is a very favorable situation for a column generation algorithm, since the
lower bounds provided by the linear programming relaxation of the set covering
problem tend to be relatively good, so a solution of the integer program often can
be generated quickly by branch and bound techniques. Also, the subproblem can
be interpreted as the generation of feasible tours. For heuristics, intuition and
additional knowledge about the application can be used to generate only tours that
seem to be favorable for the problem at hand.
Thus, the success of column generation techniques for routing problems relies
heavily on this decomposition into a set covering and a tour building component.
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A.3 An Application with Reloads
In the terms of Problem 6.2 two new features have to be accommodated in order
to make column generation applicable for reload problems: A decision on a trans-
portation plan has to be made and suitable arrival and pickup times at the hubs
need to be guaranteed.
This makes designing a column generation algorithm for reload problems inher-
ently more difficult. To support that claim we present briefly an approach devel-
oped with Ch. Mues for the real world instances described in Chapter 8. It is
explained more thoroughly in [39].
The MIP-formulation takes advantage of the observation that in the real world
application there are only two ways to transport a request ß³µUà.
»
. Either it is
transported directly ( µUÂ.
»Ô¿âá
 in the terminology of Chapter 6) or it is reloaded
at the hub ( µEàFãjäå
»
Sµ:ãeæ
å
$
»ç¿Êá
 ).
The subproblem is handled as in other column generation approaches [12] by a
tour building heuristic. This heuristic works on the set of admissible requests
éè}ê
Ó
. For each original request µUà$
»
a tour generated by this heuristic will serve
at most one of µEàFãjäå
»
, µ:ãeæå .
»
or µEà.
»
. The heuristic creates tours by iteratively
adding stops to the end of the tours and tries to identify partial tours that are not
advantageous at an early stage.
Let  a° ° and ½ëÎSF@$+ﬂ . Let Õ be a tour constructed in the subproblem
with ì its earliest arrival time at the depot (which doubles as hub) and ì its latest
departure time. The master problem contains í  constraints. Let µS<  @D<ﬂî 
»
be
the column constructed for tour Õ . and for ï0ðñï  put
<
¸
­ﬂóò
 if µEàFãjäåô
»
or µEà.
»
is handled by Õ
 otherwise.
Similarly,
<
¸
ä

­ﬂ
ò
 if µãeæå:ô .
»
or µUÂ.
»
is handled by Õ
 otherwise.
Finally, put
<
¸
ä


­ﬂ õö
÷
öø
ù
ì if µEàFãjäå:ô
»
is handled by Õ
ì if µãzæåô .
»
is handled by Õ
 otherwise.
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Let <ﬂeª<´ denote the generated columns and £z+$£F´ the cost of their corre-
sponding tours. Then, a solution of the following master problem determines a
feasible solution of the routing problem: úßûJü
´
· ¸E¹

£
¸
¥
¸
ý
Éïþßï 

­
´
· ¸U¹

<

¸
¥
¸
ë (A.5)
ý
 

Ãªïþßï/í

­
´
· ¸U¹

<

¸
¥
¸
¨ª (A.6)
¥
¿
Î
+Á (A.7)
Due to the way the columns are constructed, (A.5) states that each request must
be served. (A.6) guarantees that any request that is reloaded has arrived at the hub
before it is carried on. However, the master problem is no set partitioning problem
anymore due to the latter constraints and becomes extremely difficult to solve.
Another problem is the number of possible main runs. Currently, in the application
each tour can contain only one sort of transport, only pre-, main or milk runs. So,
main runs have a very simple structure, starting from the consolidation center they
usually visit only one of the plants and return to the depot. Since the time windows
for the delivery are the same for all requests, the only binding constraints for the
main runs are the capacity constraints. This leads to a great number of main runs
of identical cost. In the tests performed, CPLEX was unable to obtain an integer
solution for this model within a reasonable amount of time (30 minutes).
For this reason, a formulation that resembles the one for conventional routing
problems more closely was chosen. We decided not to generate the main runs
within the column generation frame work. Instead, it is only used to fix milk runs
and pre-runs with each tour containing only one kind of request, either only milk
runs or only pre-runs. For pre-runs, the cost of a main run is estimated and a
suitable percentage is added to the cost of the tour. Additionally, a latest arrival
time at the hub is fixed for pre-runs. This eliminates the precedence constraints in
the master problem and reduces the number of constraints to  .
The column generation algorithm yields a solution where each request is either
fully handled or transported to the hub. In a subsequent step, suitable main runs
are added to take the latter requests to their destinations.
This approach leaves the complexity of the reload problem completely outside of
the column generation and relies on the structure of the application data to a large
extent. Additionally, it cannot cope with tours containing both directly delivered
requests and reloaded ones.
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Up to now, only the first step of this approach is implemented. An initial set of
tours is generated and then the MIP is used to solve the set partitioning problem.
This partial implementation already gives surprisingly good results as compared
to the solutions provided by a commercial vendor. Computational results can be
found in Chapter 8 in Table 8.3. This research is carried on by Ch. Mues.
Appendix B
Equivalence of RPDP and SDP
We will prove two propositions which together yield Theorem 5.2.
In Proposition B.1, it is shown that from a solution of Problem 5.1 a solution of the
corresponding RPDP can be constructed. This solution has the additional property
that the arcs used by its tours, together with the reload arcs ¦ , are a solution of
Problem 5.1, as well.
The basic idea of the proof is to partition the arc set Ø given by a solution of
Problem 5.1 into paths, each representing a tour. For an arbitrary solution this may
yield tours sharing vertices inside of hubs. Outside of hubs, this is not possible,
since a vertex can have only one entering and one leaving arc in Ø . Therefore, Ø
is modified to make this decomposition feasible.
For each request 
¿
 we fix a path along which it is transported in Ø . For each
hub ã , if a request is routed through ã , the last vertex  å  visited before entering
the hub and the first vertex  å  visited after leaving the hub is determined. These
h2+
h3
+
h1
+ h1
-
h3
-
h2-
2r
2r
P0 D 0
1r
3r3
r
1r
h
Figure B.1: Example for the Construction applied to the hub vertices
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vertices are collected in sets 

and 

. We will say that a vertex <
¿


provides
the requests 
¿
 for which < ¡ å  and a vertex 
¿


disposes the requests

¿
 for which < ¡ å  .
Now, the arcs of Ø within, into and out of the hub are replaced by new ones, so the
partition into paths is feasible for the RPDP. First, arcs within the hub and entering
or leaving the hub are deleted from Ø . Note that to obtain a feasible solution, we
must add arcs, so that for each request 
¿
 there is a path connecting  å  to  å  .
From each vertex in <
¿


a path is constructed from < to the hub vertices ãjäå
whose request  is provided by 

. For each vertex 
¿


a path is constructed
that ends in  after visiting those ãzæå whose request  is disposed by  . Together
with the reload arc µã äå Fã æå
»
this provides a µE å  . å 
»
-path for each request  whose
path uses ã .
Figure B.1 shows an example where 
 (   ) provides (disposes) requests .$

and 
î
. Reload arcs are shown as dashed arrows.
Proposition B.1. Let µ±$¦¬$£
»
and  Ù0¦ be an instance of Problem 4.3 and 5.1.
If Ø¡ÙŁ¦ is a feasible solution of Problem 5.1 of cost 	 , then there is a solution
µQÑÔSµ

å
»
å
ÛÄKì
»
of Problem 4.3 of cost not exceeding 	 , such that ¦

Ú
×ÜÛ
¤
¦ µ Õ
»
is a solution of Problem 5.1.
Proof. Let ØëÙZ¦ be a solution of Problem 5.1 whose cost does not exceed 	 .
Since  Ù
ü

µØ
»
, for each request  there is an  -path  å in Ø .
Let ã
¿



­¯
û

µﬀ
ä
Þ
µ

ä
ﬁ


æ
ﬁ
»}»


­¯ﬃﬂ !#"Äµﬀ
æ
Þ
µ

ä
ﬁ


æ
ﬁ
»}»


­¯

ä
ﬁ


æ
ﬁ






¦

­¯%$;

µ

ä
ﬁ


æ
ﬁ
»'&

µ

ä
ﬁ


æ
ﬁ
»


$ µ

ä
ﬁ


æ
ﬁ
»
8

&


­¯ ÎS
¿
° 
å contains an arc from ¦

ﬂ
For each 
¿


let  å  be the first vertex of 

visited by  å and  å  the last vertex
of 

visited by  å . Note that these vertices must be from 

and 

respectively.
For each <
¿


let Ø)( be a path starting in < and then visiting the vertices in
Îã5ä
å
°+*

¿


­Ð<9
å

 . For each <
¿


let Ø)( be a path ending in < after
visiting the vertices in Îã æå °,*

¿


­<¼\
å

 . Let Ø

­¯
Ú
(
Û!-.'/102.
Ø
(


¦

ﬁ
.
We claim that µØ43É¦

»

Ø

is a solution of Problem 5.1. To prove this claim,
we have to show that the new arc set is acyclic, has cost not exceeding 	 and
 Ù5
ü

µKµ:Ø63Ô¦

»

Ø

»
. Obviously, (5.1) and (5.2) hold.
Acyclicity Assume for a contradiction that µ:Ø73É¦

»

Ø

contains a circuit 8 .
Since Ø is acyclic, 8 must use arcs in Ø

and by the construction of Ø

must
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visit vertices in both 

and 

. Thus, there are <
¿


and 
¿


, such
that there is a µB<5
»
-path in Ø

and a µ9¬D<
»
-path in Ø63 ¦

.
<:; , since 
=<


?> . (Proof: Assume <
¿

=<


. Thus, < must
be incident to both an entering and a leaving arc from Ø
<
¦

. With respect
to Ø , < is incident only to arcs in ¦

by (5.1) and (5.2). Thus, <   å  or
<1Z
å 
resp. for a request ﬀCµUà$
»
only if <1\ or <1Z respectively.
Since < is incident to at most one request, < cannot be in both 

and 

, a
contradiction.)
There is a µS<5
»
-path in Ø

if and only if there is 
¿


such that < 0 å 
and /\ å  . Since <@: , a µS< 
»
-path must exist in Ø yielding a circuit in
Ø together with the µ9¬D<
»
-path in Ø3'¦

.
Cost
£

µ}µ:Ø63Ô¦

»

Ø

»
\£

µ}µ:Ø63Ô¦

»

¦

ﬁ
 A
(
ÛB-.'/C0D.
Ø
(

»
\£

µØ3'¦

»
Ã]£

µ¦

ﬁ
»
Ã
·
(
Û!-
.
/10
.
£

µ:Ø
(

»
\£

µØ3Éµ¦

»K»
Ã
·
(
Û!-.'/102.
£

µ:Ø
(

»
Since £  µØ
»
\£

µ:Ø63Ô¦

»
Ãk£

µØ
<
¦

»
we have to show
£

µØ
<
¦

»
ï
·
(
Û!-.'/C0D.
£

µ:Ø
(

»
Arcs in Ø
<
¦

with non-zero cost must be incident to 

or 

. By (5.2)
each vertex in 

is incident to exactly one leaving arc in Ø . By (5.1) each
vertex in 

is incident to exactly one entering arc in Ø . Similarly, each
ØE(

contains at most one arc with non-zero cost, namely the first or last one
of the path. These arcs have exactly the same cost as the non-zero ones
in Ø
<
¦

by the definition of the routing graph. Therefore, the cost of
µ:Ø3'¦

»

Ø

does not exceed 	 .
All requests are served. For each request  µUà.
»
there is an  -path  å in Ø . If
this path uses an arc in ¦

, there must be both a µEà: å 
»
- and a µ å  .
»
-path
in ØF3§¦

. By construction of Ø

there is a µU å  . å 
»
-path in Ø

. Thus, (5.3)
holds for µØ3'¦

»

Ø

.
Thus, applying the above procedure to each hub in turn yields a solution Ø)G of
Problem 5.1 of cost not exceeding 	 .
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Also by (5.1), (5.2) and the construction of Ø 
ý
<
¿
 ­ 
ä
ÞIHKJML N
µB<
»
ïŁ
ý
<
¿
 ­ 
æ
Þ H JML N
µB<
»
ïŁ
Therefore Ø)G#3Ô¦  is a node-disjoint set of simple paths. Let these be the tours Ñ
in a solution of the RPDP. We can find request paths by (5.3).
It only remains to be shown that we can find time labels to satisfy (4.6). Due to
its acyclicity 
ü

µ:Ø G
»
is a poset and thus can be embedded into a total ordering
O
of ﬀµØEG
»
. Thus, there is an injective embedding P9­ µﬀñ O
»RQ
µSÔBT
»
, i.e. a
homomorphism from the vertices ordered by O into the natural ordering of S . Let
U
­¯ µ
ú
IV
è
Û!L £

µﬀW
»K»
Ãª . Putting ìàµB<
»
P µS<
»)X
U
will then satisfy (4.6).
To prove the remaining part of Theorem 5.2 we need to show that a solution of the
RPDP yields a solution of Problem 5.1. Then the Theorem follows from Proposi-
tion B.1.
Proposition B.2 shows that the arc set given by the tours of a solution of the
RPDP together with the reload arcs can be modified, so it constitutes a solution of
Problem 5.1.
The transitive closure of the latter arc set contains  . Additionally, because of the
time labels any circuit in this set must consist solely of arcs of zero cost. If this
circuit consists of a tour beginning and ending in the same vertex, this tour can be
replaced by the requests handled by the tour. Otherwise, looking at the strongly
connected components of µ±$¦
»
consisting only of zero cost arcs there must be a
hub in the same component as the circuit. In this case a similar construction as in
the preceding proposition can be applied. We delete all arcs into, within and out
of the component, determine the vertices providing and disposing requests to the
component and handle them via the hub.
Proposition B.2. Let µ±$¦¬$£
»
and  Ù0¦ be an instance of Problem 4.3 and 5.1.
If µQÑÔ>µﬀ
 å
»
å
ÛB }ì
»
is a feasible solution of Problem 4.3 of cost 	 , then there is a
solution Ø G of Problem 5.1 of cost not exceeding 	 .
Proof. Let µﬀY  «
»
be the subgraph of µ±$¦
»
consisting of all arcs with zero cost.
We use the following lemma that is proved below:
Lemma B.3. Let µﬀñK¦¬.£
»
and  Ù0¦ be an instance of Problem 5.1.
If there is an arc set Ø , such that
1.  Ù
ü

µ:Ø
»
.
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2. For any <
¿
°,
ä
Þ1JML N
µS<
»
°ﬂïŁ and °  æ
ÞCJML N
µB<
»
°ﬂïŁ .
3. Any circuit of Ø lies completely within one strongly connected component
of µﬀY  «
»
.
4. [Z  strongly connected components of µﬀY  «
»
contain a circuit of Ø .
Then there is an arc set Ø)G , such that
1. ëÙ
ü

µ:Ø G
»
.
2. For any <
¿
°,
ä
Þ H JML N
µB<
»
°ﬂïŁ and °, æ
Þ H JML N
µB<
»
°ﬂï  .
3. Any circuit of Ø G lies completely within one strongly connected component
of µﬀY  «
»
.
4.  ù  strongly connected components of µY6 «
»
contain a circuit of Ø)G .
Let Ø]­¯¡¦ @ Ú
×ÜÛ
¤
¦¼µQÕ
»
.
Note that due to the time labels a circuit in Ø can only consist of arcs of cost  .
Since a circuit is a strongly connected subgraph, it must lie completely within one
of the strongly connected components of µY  «
»
.
Thus, Ø satisfies the conditions of Lemma B.3 and the proposition follows by
induction.
Proof of Lemma B.3. Let 8 be a circuit in Ø and µY   « 
»
the strongly connected
component of µﬀY 
«
»
that contains \ .
Now, if µﬀY


«

»
<
Ú
ﬁ
Û

$ µ

ä
ﬁ


æ
ﬁ
»

µ

æ
ﬁ


ä
ﬁ
»'&
]> , then 8 must be a single
tour of Ø by condition 2 of the lemma. Therefore, if one vertex of a request 
¿

is visited by this tour, the request must be fully handled by the tour. £µ
»
ë by
the triangle inequality. In this case we eliminate 8 from Ø and add the handled
request arcs instead ( Ø G ­¯^$wØ_3`8
&

$w
<

ü

µ\
»a&
). Repeating this process for all
circuits within µY


«

»
, reduces the number of strongly connected components
of µY 
«
»
containing a circuit by one and thus yields an arc set as claimed.
Otherwise, there must be a hub ã such that µ  äﬁ   æﬁ
»

µ

æ
ﬁ


ä
ﬁ
»
Ù
«

, since
these arcs have zero cost.
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Þ
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»}»

ﬂ !#"Äµﬀ
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Þ
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Since  Ù
ü

µ:Ø
»
, for each request 
¿
 there is an  -path  å in Ø .
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Let 

Ù½ be the set of requests, such that  å contains an arc from ¦

, i.e.  is
routed through µﬀY


«

»
. For each 
¿


let  å  be the first vertex of 

visited
by  å and  å  the last vertex of 

visited by  å .


­¯½Î.
å

° 
¿





­¯½Î
å

° 
¿



For each <
¿


let Ø)( be a path starting in < and then visiting the vertices in
Îã5ä
å
°+*

¿
 ­É<¼]
å 
 . For each <
¿


let Ø)( be a path ending in < after visiting
the vertices in Îã æå °,*

¿
ë­< /
å 
 . Now put
Ø

­¯ A
(
ÛB-.'/C0D.
Ø
(

 ¦

ﬁ
Ø
G
­¯ µ:Ø63Ô¦

»

Ø

This eliminates the circuits in µY


«

»
.
Finally, we have to show that ½Ù5
ü

µØEG
»
. Let É µEà.
»ç¿
 . Remember that
there is an  -path  å Ù/Ø . If this path does not use arcs from ¦

,  å Ù¡Ø)G as well.
Otherwise, there is a µU å  $ å 
»
-path in Ø

. If d:/ å  , then there is a µEà: å 
»
-path in
Ø3'¦

. If @:¡ å  , then there is a µ å  .
»
-path in Ø63'¦

.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung
Das wachsende o¨kologische Bewusstsein, ebenso wie die ¨Uberlastung der Ver-
kehrsinfrastruktur, haben das Interesse an intermodalen Strategien im Gu¨tertrans-
port besta¨ndig wachsen lassen. Allerdings stellt die taktische und operationelle
Planung dieser Transportketten ganz neue Anforderungen. Im kommerziellen Be-
reich werden Planungstools fu¨r die rechnergestu¨tzte Optimierung solcher Aufga-
ben noch nicht angeboten.
In dieser Arbeit werden Pickup and Delivery Probleme mit Umlademo¨glichkeit
modelliert, die Eigenschaften dieser Modelle untersucht und Algorithmen zur Lo¨-
sung der Probleme vorgestellt und getestet.
Zuna¨chst werden hierzu klassische Routingprobleme vorgestellt. Dabei handelt es
sich um das Travelling Salesman Problem, das Vehicle Routing Problem (kapa-
zitiert und mit Zeitfenstern) und das Pickup and Delivery Problem (PDP). Dabei
wird auch jeweils kurz auf die komplexita¨tstheoretischen Eigenschaften dieser
Probleme eingegangen.
Nach einem ¨Uberblick u¨ber Transportprobleme, die Hubs zur Konsolidierung von
Gu¨tern vorsehen, entwickeln wir ein sehr einfaches Modell fu¨r Routingprobleme,
bei denen die Gu¨ter wa¨hrend des Transports an speziellen Hubs umgeschlagen
werden ko¨nnen. Bei solchen Problemen treten mehrere Schwierigkeiten auf, die
bei klassischen Routingproblemen nicht vorkommen:
e Es kann sinnvoll sein, einen Hub mehrmals anzufahren.
e Wie ein Auftrag transportiert wird, ist aufgrund der Touren nicht eindeutig
festgelegt.
e Es muss garantiert werden, dass keine deadlock-Situationen auftreten, bei
denen die Touren an den Umschlagpunkten aufeinander warten.
Zur Formulierung des Problems wird zuna¨chst ein sog. Routinggraph definiert,
der fu¨r jeden Umschlagpunkt mehrere Kopien entha¨lt. Das Pickup and Delive-
ry Problem with Reloads (RPDP) wird dann auf diesem Graphen definiert. Die
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Lo¨sung dieses Problems besteht aus den Touren, die gefahren werden mu¨ssen,
und den Wegen, auf denen die einzelnen Auftra¨ge transportiert werden. Zudem
muss die Lo¨sung fu¨r jeden Stop angeben, wann er angefahren wird. Bereits diese
einfache Problem entha¨lt das PDP als Teilproblem und ist daher ¡  -vollsta¨ndig.
Um das Modell besser untersuchen zu ko¨nnen, vereinfachen wir es, indem wir
zeigen, dass sich aus den Touren allein, die beiden anderen Komponenten der
Lo¨sung eines RPDP berechnen lassen. Wir fu¨hren dann das f -Diagram Problem
( f -DP) ein, das eine Verallgemeinerung des RPDP darstellt. Ein Spezialfall des
f -DP ist das sog. Steiner Diagram Problem (SDP), das als Zwischenform von
anderen Steinerproblemen interpretiert werden kann. Das SDP ist /  -schwer,
selbst wenn keine Hubknoten vorhanden sind. Wir zeigen, dass sich das f -DP in
polynomieller Zeit lo¨sen la¨sst, sofern die Anzahl der Auftra¨ge durch eine Kon-
stante beschra¨nkt ist. Zudem la¨sst sich das SDP approximieren, wenn man eine
Vervielfa¨ltigung der Hubknoten erlaubt. Danach fu¨hren wir das ¢ -Star-Hub Pro-
blem ( ¢ -SHP) ein. Dieses la¨sst sich als ein Umladeproblem interpretieren, bei dem
die Touren eine sehr einfache Form haben und fu¨r jeden Auftrag nur entschieden
werden muss, ob und an welchem von
¢
Hubs er umgeladen werden soll. Wir
zeigen, dass sich dieses Problem effizient lo¨sen la¨sst, sofern nicht mehr als zwei
Umladepunkte vorhanden sind. Fu¨r drei und mehr Umschlagpunkte, ist es ¡  -
schwer.
Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wird die Brauchbarkeit des RPDP fu¨r Anwendungs-
probleme untersucht. Wir entwickeln hierzu eine Formulierung, die sich sta¨rker
an u¨blichen PDPs orientiert. Hierbei wird zuna¨chst fu¨r jeden Auftrag ein sog.
Transportplan erstellt, der festlegt an welchen Hubs und in welcher Reihenfolge
der Auftrag umgeladen werden soll. Das resultierende Problem ist ein PDP mit
Nachfolgebedingungen an den Hubs, die garantieren, dass ein Auftrag am Hub
angekommen ist, bevor er weiter transportiert wird. Dieses Modell wird dann um
Kapazita¨ts- und Zeitfensterbedingungen und ein Depot erweitert, um eine gro¨ßere
Anwendungsna¨he zu erreichen.
Wir geben dann eine kurze Einfu¨hrung in lokale Suchalgorithmen und diskutie-
ren verschiedene Mo¨glichkeiten eine solche Heuristik fu¨r Umladeprobleme auf-
zubauen. Schließlich stellen wir eine Tabusucheheuristik fu¨r die Umladeprobleme
vor. Zur Festlegung eines ersten Tourenplans verwenden wir das
¢
-SHP. Mit die-
sem erstellen wir eine Startlo¨sung durch iteratives Einsetzen von Auftra¨gen. Die
verwendete Nachbarschaftsbeziehung ist sehr einfach, einzelne Auftra¨ge werden
aus den Touren entfernt und neu eingesetzt. Dabei kann die Umladestrategie des
Auftrags gea¨ndert werden. Außerdem wird der Heuristik ermo¨glicht, Touren zeit-
weise zu u¨berladen. Die Strafkosten fu¨r das ¨Uberladen werden dabei dynamisch
angepasst, um eine gute Mischung von zula¨ssigen und unzula¨ssigen Tourenpla¨nen
zu erreichen. Zudem werden in einem Diversifizierungsschritt große Teile der
Lo¨sung zeitweise festgehalten, um grundlegende ¨Anderungen der restlichen Auf-
tragsverteilung zu erreichen.
Diese Heuristik wurde implementiert und an verschiedenen Datensa¨tzen getestet.
Dabei handelt es sich um zwei Gruppen von ku¨nstlichen Problemen, solchen mit
sehr einfacher Struktur und zufa¨llig erstellte, und um einige Instanzen aus der
Automobilindustrie. Wir stellen die Ergebnisse vor und diskutieren sie. Fu¨r die
real world-Instanzen existiert ebenfalls eine mit Ch. Mues entwickelte Spaltenge-
nerierungsheuristik sowie Lo¨sungen eines kommerziellen Anbieters. Dies erlaubt
einen Vergleich auch mit durch andere Verfahren erzielten Ergebnissen.
Kurzzusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit untersucht Routingprobleme, bei denen die Gu¨ter an sog. Conso-
lidation Centern umgeladen werden du¨rfen. Hierzu wird ein einfaches Modell
entwickelt, das Pickup and Delivery Problem with Reloads (RPDP), das solche
Vorga¨nge abbilden kann und sich fu¨r verschiedene Anwendungen erweitern la¨sst.
Kombinatorische Untersuchungen zeigen, dass das RPDP in polynomieller Zeit
lo¨sbar ist, wenn die Anzahl der Auftra¨ge durch eine Konstante beschra¨nkt ist. Zu-
dem betrachten wir eine besonders einfache Form des RPDP, das
¢
-Star Hub Pro-
blem. Dieses la¨sst sich effizient mit Netzwerkflussmethoden lo¨sen, sofern nicht
mehr als zwei Hubs vorhanden sind, andernfalls ist es /  -vollsta¨ndig.
Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wird gezeigt, wie sich weitere Bedingungen in unser
einfaches Modell integrieren lassen und stellen eine Tabusucheheuristik fu¨r das
erweiterte Modell vor. Diese Heuristik wurde implementiert und an verschiede-
nen Beispielinstanzen getestet. Im Anhang diskutieren wir eine Anwendung von
Spaltengenerierungsmethoden fu¨r das RPDP.
Abstract
We examine routing problems with reloads, how they can be modeled, their prop-
erties and how they can be solved. We propose a simple model, the Pickup and
Delivery Problem with Reloads (RPDP), that captures the process of reloading
and can be extended for real world applications.
We present results that show that the RPDP is solvable in polynomial time if the
number of requests is bounded by a constant. Additionally, we examine a special
case of the RPDP, the
¢
-Star Hub Problem. This problem is solvable efficiently
by network flow approaches if no more than two hubs are available. Otherwise, it
is /  -complete.
In the second part of this thesis, additional constraints are incorporated into the
model and a tabusearch heuristic for this problem is presented. The heuristic has
been implemented and tested on several benchmarking instances, both artificial
and a real-world application. In the appendix, we discuss the application of col-
umn generation for a reload problem.
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